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PREFACE 
 
 

       rare indeed 
 

a man sent me an autograph from 
Beau Jack. 
he said that Beau Jack asked him 
to send it on to  
me. 
I told the man to tell 
Beau Jack that I was  
honored. 
have you heard of  
him? 
he was a prizefighter.   
many men box but he was a 
fighter, a terror, 
a champion. 
Beau Jack. 
the chills still 
run up and down my  
spine. 
you just can’t 
know how good it 
feels to 
hear  
from  
him.     
(Charles Bukowski,  
Slouching toward Nirvana) 

 
After all of the administrative work, all the organizational exertion shared between 
numerous staff and faculty of EDB, HKAGE, and HKBU, after all of the logistic 
labour, we do, we must, all know how good it feels to hear from our young, local 
Hong Kong champions, the ones collected in this anthology. 
 
It is, it was, all-too-easy for my colleagues Dr Tammy Ho and Dr Jason Lee and 
myself to forget, to overlook, the words, the works, the efforts, the autographs, of 
the local students we had never heard of, while we travailed to organize our 
numerous workshops and interviews and activities. The prize, whilst in the hectic 
midst of our collective HKBPA programme coordination, was merely the deadline. 
Or, so I shortsightedly envisioned it, anyway.  
 
Lost to me, at least, in the institutional paper trail, were the very people, the very 
fighters, now published herein. The voices of tomorrow—some celebratory, some 
saddened, some nostalgic, some whimsical, some playful, some critical, some cynical, 
all reflective—that we, our spines sometimes chilled up and down, get to hear from, 
get to learn from, get to feel with, today.   
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An honour of equal magnitude for me was the chance to meet most of the students 
printed in this volume. I had the opportunity to sit down with them. To talk. To 
question. And best of all: to listen. And not just listen to their poetry—but also to 
the narratives surrounding and contextualizing their creative works. What strikes 
me most, what makes me feel most good, and as a correlative result most bad, most 
badly, is the shift in tone, is the loss of wonder, is the boom of wariness, that readers 
will witness in the bulk of writers who have transitioned from primary to secondary 
school.  
 
Certainly, much of this alteration in writerly tone and readerly mood has to do with 
the distinctive themes provided to students of varied age groups. Equally affecting, 
these variations in tone also bespeak how young adults cultivate their own senses of 
personal identity, of social critique and of institutional ennui. The time constraints 
and social pressures plaguing Hong Kong students are anything but clandestine. To 
hear students articulate the various pressures placed upon them, and to evoke these 
gravities in diverse creative, critical and empathetic ways, is to my mind a testament 
to how each one of them, like boxer Beau Jack, too is a fighter.  
 
Even to submit a poem to HKBPA 2015-16 is an act of courage, and concomitantly, 
not to mention counterintuitively, one that also adds yet another item to their 
already outsized schoolwork burdens. This is precisely why the work collected here 
highlights my (and probably your) sense of animadversion vis-à-vis student life, 
student lives, in Hong Kong. Paradoxically, however, it is the very systems that 
Hong Kong students critique that equip these selfsame students with the necessary 
means to critique these systems. One student published here at once playfully and 
seriously describes the busy-ness of her daily life: 
 

After piano, comes ballet, 
Spin and turn nonstop all day. 
On the ground my tiptoes lay, 
Sore and stinging but what can I say? 
 

She closes her poetic apostrophe on modern youth culture ironically:  
 

When would she ever let me complain? 
I can do nothing—not even explain. 
 

The final rhetorical question and resignation to her interlocutor prove ironical 
precisely because this student has now explained. Poetry has permitted her, poetry 
permits her, to speak. To have a voice. To be heard. 
 
The late, great Muhammad Ali (1942-2016), who could “float like a butterfly and 
sting like a bee,” the prizefighter of international repute, the activist of universal 
celebrity, delivered a commencement address to Harvard University’s class of 1975. 
Predictably, a number of the assembled students called upon the world heavyweight 
boxing champion, known as the “Louisville Lip” because of his gift of the gab, 
because of his competence at crafting couplets, to provide a poem on the spot. After 
little hesitation, Ali rewarded his audience, and all of posterity, with: “Me. We.”   
 
This collection privileges multiple young Hong Kong voices. You’ll see and hear 
merriment and lament, contentment and resentment and love and loss. You’ll feel all 
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of these in equal measure. And this is the point of poetry. It humanizes us. It exposes 
us. It makes us us. It is us. We need narratives. We need to share these narratives. 
Poetry differentiates us. Poetry assembles us. It allows us to see how others see. To 
feel what others feel. Poetry has the connective, empathetic ability to transmute, for 
a time at least, every me into a we, every we into a me.              
 
 
Dr Jason S Polley  
Associate Professor 
Department of English Language & Literature 
Hong Kong Baptist University    
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SPEECHES BY GUESTS AT THE PRIZE-GIVING 
CEREMONY 

 
 
Mr Chan Pui Tin, Chief Curriculum Development Officer, Gifted Education Section, 
Curriculum Development Institute, Education Bureau  

 
 
Honourable Guests, Budding Poets, Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen.   
 

I am delighted to welcome you to this ceremony of the Hong Kong Budding 
Poets (English) Award 2015/16. I am sure that you are looking forward to our 
award winners’ recitals and exchanges that will follow today.  
 
The English poet and lexicographer, Samuel Johnson, said:  
 

Poetry is the art of uniting pleasure with truth.  
 

Can anyone really know “the truth”?  
 
Is truth subject to human interpretation? 
 
The power of questions never ends in the answers we could seek, but in endless 
thought-provoking questions it can generate. It is creativity. I would like to share 
with you some possible further questions:  
 

If there is hardly anyone who can really know “the truth”, how can we 
at least know MORE about it? 

 
If truth is subject to human interpretation, how can we be sure that 
the truth is true in truth? 

 
How would you respond to questions like these, living in this 21st century?  
 
I am not attempting to give you a definite answer, but I have a good one to tell: If 
we wish to contribute to the wellbeing of this century, we should live with a “poetic” 
mind.  
 
We are born to be “poetic”, truthfully speaking. We cannot deny it because examples 
are everywhere:  
 

a) A four-year-old whispered in her working mother’s ear at bedtime one 
night, “Mummy, do you know you are a fish?” “Why?” “You are a fish that 
I have to catch till night every day”. 

 
b) A father shouted at his running child in the field, “Hey son, stay focused, 

patience is the key to scoring!”  
 
c) There must be at least once in a teacher’s lifetime that they say this: 

“learning is a marathon”.  
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d) Have you thought of this at a graduation ceremony: “Graduation is MY 

turning point but the graduation speech is not”!  
 

e) Or even more, you might turn out to be like a poet writing a complaint 
poem as you find your favourite popcorn out of stock on the shelf in a 
supermarket. Your poem might be like this:1  

 
I write to offer congratulations  
On a truly impressive achievement:  
Selling us salted popcorn sensations.  
Yet this praise is not without bereavement.  
I found no real solace to my upset 
When I went to the shelf  popcorn sits on  
And just found the lump in my throat you get 
When something you love is there, then it’s gone.  
I live in St Andrews, thus the issue:  
“No plans to restock,” you said with a sigh.  
So answer this, or hand me a tissue:  
Have I [B]utterkist my true love goodbye? 
Let this be a dream. Restock when I wake.  
I live with salt in my wounded heartbreak.  

 
f) And poetically enough, you would never imagine that a poetic reply would 

come to you! It might read:  
 

Alas dear ladies your woes are continued,  
The popcorn in question has been discontinued 
At least from St Andrews in old Market Street,  
As nobody wanted to buy this sweet treat. 

 
The product in question is not one they chase,  
Just when on offer, as limited space 
A decision was taken though not in great haste,  
To de-list this item ’cos it ended in waste.  

 
However dear ladies, please dry your tears,  
We’ll still sell your popcorn for many more years 
The only thing is that you may need to travel,  
To find your true love for this tale to unravel. 

 
Your favourite popcorn is waiting for you,  
Across the Tay River, no really it’s true! 
Our product is stocked in both Perth and Dundee,  
And I’ve found a way you can have it for free! 

 
Please smile again ’cos the sun’s coming out,  
You don’t have to worry you’ll not go without,  
 

                                                        
1 Source: http://www.thedailytouch.com/sean/two-students-wrote-a-poem-to-tesco-and-their-
response-was-excellent/  

http://www.thedailytouch.com/sean/two-students-wrote-a-poem-to-tesco-and-their-response-was-excellent/
http://www.thedailytouch.com/sean/two-students-wrote-a-poem-to-tesco-and-their-response-was-excellent/
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We know it’s been stressful, we know it’s been hard,  
But you can still buy your popcorn, here’s a £10 giftcard.  

 
We, human beings, are born to be poetic, regardless of whether we are as poetic as 
poets. Thinking like a poet encourages us to access, or even, build more windows to 
the knowledge, technology and expertise of the modern world as we embrace the 
diversity of cultures across nations in this century. We appreciate Audre Lorde’s 
insights about poetry:  
 

Poetry is not only dream and vision; it is the skeleton architecture of 
our lives. It lays the foundations for a future of change, a bridge 
across our fears of what has never been before. 

 
It is our hope that, as the Ongoing Renewal of the School Curriculum advocates, the 
Hong Kong Budding Poets Award will encourage our students to face our future 
with a creative mind-set which certainly includes a poetic dimension.  
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our colleagues at The Hong Kong 
Academy for Gifted Education and Hong Kong Baptist University, and all the 
judges who make this award such a success. I congratulate all teachers, parents and 
budding poets.  
 
Stay poetic. Thank you. 
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Professor Terry Yip, Acting Head, Department of English Language and Literature, 
Hong Kong Baptist University 

 
 
Good afternoon, everyone. Thank you so much for being here today. It is my 
immense pleasure to welcome you all to the prize-giving ceremony of the Hong 
Kong Budding Poets Award for English Poetry. This year has been a great success 
indeed: one hundred and twenty six local schools in total participated in the 
programme and we received nearly one thousand four hundred poems for the 
contest. About sixty of these will be collected in an anthology and published later 
this year. I had a chance to read a number of the selected pieces and found them 
both beautiful and inspiring. 
 
I would like to thank the Education Bureau and the Academy for Gifted Education 
for their professional support and for commissioning the Department of English 
Language and Literature at Hong Kong Baptist University to run the Budding 
Poets Award programme together this year. I would also like to extend my 
gratitude to the Hong Kong Government for continuing to value the significance of 
promoting and nurturing the literary arts, especially the writing of poetry, in our 
young students. 
 
This year, the adjudicators for the award come from a wide range of backgrounds. 
We have schoolteachers, award-winning and internationally recognised poets, 
professional writers, organisers of regular poetry readings and events in the city, 
and lastly, teaching professionals from several local higher education institutions 
such as City University of Hong Kong, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, the 
Institute of Education, and Shue Yan University. To them, I owe my thanks. And 
the fact that the adjudicators come from these diverse places and milieus testifies to 
the concerted effort of all of us to achieve one goal: the promotion of poetry writing 
in Hong Kong. Of course, I would also like to thank the teachers who actively and 
untiringly encouraged their students to participate in the programme, as well as the 
budding student poets themselves, who generously and courageously shared 
their writing with us. 
 
It is indeed very important to cultivate creativity among young people in Hong 
Kong so that the city remains a vibrant and multi-faceted society. We at Baptist 
University are very honoured to have the opportunity to take part in this meaningful 
process of spreading and nurturing creativity in local schools. The English 
Department in Baptist University has a long tradition of being active in the local 
writing community. Several of our teaching staff are practicing poets themselves, 
who lend their expertise and experience in the running of this year’s Budding Poets 
Award programme. 
 
This year, a number of the themes for the contest are about Hong Kong, our beloved 
city. For example, “My Neighbourhood”, “Culture”, “Nostalgia”, “Public Places”, 
“Local Myth and History”, “Exploring Hong Kong” and “Heritage and 
Conservation”. These topics were carefully chosen so as to remind us that 
poetry need not be lofty and unreachable. Rather, it can be written on subjects very 
relevant to our life, our culture, and the place we all live. As the American poet, 
novelist and literary critic Robert Penn Warren once said, “How do poems grow? 
They grow out of your life”. I hope the young writers in the audience today will 
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continue to grow poetry out of their lives, their own experience, their reading and, of 
course, their own imagination. 
  
On that note, I would like to wish you all the best and thank you all for coming. And 
I would urge all of you writing poetry to keep at it; I wish you the best of luck for 
the future. 
 
Thank you! 
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Ms Lee Yuen Ha Joanne, Curriculum Manager,  
The Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education 
 
 
Honourable Guests, Principals, Teachers, Budding Poets, Ladies and Gentlemen. 
 
It’s my great pleasure to welcome you to this Prize-giving Ceremony for Hong 
Kong Budding Poets Award 2015/2016. I am delighted to report that this year a 
hundred and twenty-six primary and secondary schools have participated in this 
competition, and we received over a thousand three hundred and eighty entries. 
Thank you all for your active participation that has made the competition a success.   
 
This year is the eleventh year since the Hong Kong Budding Poets Award’s launch in 
2005. This is the second year that The Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education 
co-organised the competition with the Gifted Education Section of  the Education 
Bureau, and the first year we commissioned Hong Kong Baptist University to 
administer the competition.  
 
The objectives of  the Hong Kong Budding Poets Award are to give students the 
opportunity to strive for excellence in the use of  language and literature, and also to 
develop students’ creative abilities. Poetry is an excellent tool to promote creativity 
because the expressive boundaries of  poetry are unlimited. You can play with words 
and break with conventions. Poetry expresses our happiness, desires, regrets and 
aspirations. Poetry is important as it provides us with an outlet for surging emotions. 
I am really pleased to see our students make use of  this competition as a platform to 
express their creative minds, distinctive observations, passions and dreams through 
poetry writing. 
 
The success of  the competition depends on the concerted efforts made by different 
parties in the past nine months.  
 
Let me take this opportunity to express our gratitude to all the judges who provided 
us with professional input and spent huge amounts of  time reviewing over a 
thousand poems. Your support contributes greatly to the success of  the competition. 
 
We would also like to give our thanks to the school principals for your 
encouragement to your students, and the teachers who guided their students 
through the competition process. We should definitely continue to work together to 
promote poetry writing and creativity in Hong Kong. 
 
Also, we would like to thank Hong Kong Baptist University for their professional 
support throughout the competition. We really appreciate that. 
 
Last but not least, I’d like to thank all the budding poets for your participation, your 
love for poetry, and congratulate all of  you on your outstanding performances. Wish 
you all every success in your studies, and good luck with your poetry writing in the 
future. Thank you. 
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PRELIMINARY ADJUDICATORS 
 
 

Bonnie Tse  Ying Wa College 
 
Claire Leung Ying Wa Primary School 
 
Dorothy Li  Gifted Education Section, Curriculum Development 

Institute, Education Bureau 
 
Helen Wong United Christian College (Kowloon East) 
 
Jennifer Tang TWGHs Lui Yun Choy Memorial College  
 
Jerry Chui  Carmel Divine Grace Foundation  

Secondary School 
 
Jinny Chok  The Hong Kong Chinese Women’s Club  
      Hioe Tjo Yoeng Primary School 
 
Michael Wong Heung To Middle School (Tin Shui Wai) 
 
Nina Yau   Diocesan Girls’ Junior School 
 
Norris Lai  Ying Wa College 
 
Stella Sun   Ma On Shan Methodist Primary School 
 

Canadian poet Akin Jeje’s works have been featured in Canada and Hong Kong. He 
is currently a NET at Emmanuel Primary School, Kowloon in To Kwa Wan. 
 
Andrew S Guthrie’s book of poetry Alphabet was released in Proverse Hong Kong in 
April 2015. His cultural history Paul’s Records was released by Blacksmith Books in 
October 2015. 
 
Betty Bownath is an English Literature teacher and poet from New Zealand. She is 
also a keen debating coach and adjudicator, and currently teaches at The YWCA 
Hioe Tjo Yoeng College. 
 
Blair Reeve trub schnots for foggle because the ignawsious are krupt in boondoggle 
and snobozy slydewhize pugrexly hornswoggle. His new book Greta von Gerbil & 
Her Really Large Lexicon comes out September 2016.  
 
Celia Claase’s book of philosophical essays and poetry The Layers Between won the 
2014 International Proverse Prize. Her poetry also features in journals and 
anthologies. She is an ESL teacher. 
 
Chris Song is a poet, editor and literary translator based in Hong Kong. He works at 
the Centre for Humanities Research, Lingnan U. 
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Colin Cavendish-Jones studied Classics at Magdalen College, Oxford and worked as 
an international lawyer before returning to academia and completing a PhD on 
Oscar Wilde and Nihilist philosophy. 
 
Collier Nogues is the author of The Ground I Stand on Is Not My Ground (Drunken 
Boat, 2015) and On the Other Side, Blue (Four Way, 2011). She is the 2016 Writer-in-
Residence at Lingnan U and a PhD Fellow at HKU. 
 
David McKirdy is a poet and longtime Hong Kong resident; he has two poetry 
collections, Accidental Occidental and Ancestral Worship. He organises local literary 
events. 
 
Elbert Siu Ping Lee lives in Hong Kong and is the author of the book of poetry Rain 
on the Pacific Coast (2013). He teaches at Upper Iowa University, Hong Kong 
Campus. 
 
Gillian Bickley, HKBU Honorary University Affiliate, editor and publisher, is a well-
published and prize-winning poet, and for many years an adjudicator at the 
HKSM&SA annual festival. 
 
Heidi Yu Huang holds a PhD degree in Transcultural Studies (Lyon). She teaches 
for HKBU after her post-doctoral research in world literature at CUHK. 
 
Henrik Hoeg runs and emcees Peel Street Poetry, a weekly open mic in Hong Kong. 
In 2016 he published his first book, Irreverent Poems for Pretentious People, with 
Proverse Publishing. 
 
Jason E H Lee currently lectures in English Literature at HKBU. He has published 
in the UK, Singapore and Hong Kong and his first collection of poems was a runner-
up in the Melita Hume Prize (2012).  
 
Jason S Polley is associate professor of English at HKBU, where he teaches 
poststructuralism, postmodernism, literary journalism and graphic novels. 
 
Lo Mei Wa received degrees in Philosophy from CUHK and Leiden University. Her 
works have appeared in Guernica, Cha: An Asia Literary Journal and Atarvic Poetry. 
 
Melanie Ho is a writer from Ottawa, Canada. She is currently an MA student in 
Creative Writing at Oxford.  
 
Michael Tsang obtained his PhD from the Department of English and Comparative 
Literary Studies at Warwick, with a sociocultural thesis on Hong Kong English 
writing. 
 
Michelle Chan is a lecturer in the Department of English Language and Literature 
Hong Kong Shue Yan University. She teaches Western poetry, drama and children's 
literature.  
 
Mio Debnam is a writer/editor and Regional Advisor of the Society of Children’s 
Book Writers and Illustrators. She is the author of several books and stories and 
articles for children and adults. 
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Nashua Gallagher is a Sri-Lankan born poet who lives, works, and writes in Hong 
Kong. She co-founded the weekly open-mic sessions Peel Street Poetry in 2005 and 
has been active in the Hong Kong literary scene from a young age. 
 
Piera Chen is a travel writer and sometime poet, who has published a dozen books 
under the Lonely Planet title. She has a BA in literature from Pomona College and 
an MA from HKU.  
 
Polly Ho Sai Fung is the host and organiser of the Kubrick Poetry Society. She has 
encountered many talented local and international poets since 2007. 
 
Robert Kiely teaches at Hong Kong Shue Yan University. His writing can be found 
in Hix Eros, York Literary Review, Cambridge Literary Review and The Parish Review.  
 
Sreedhevi Iyer has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize for her literary work. Her 
work has appeared in several literary journals the world over. She has also guest 
edited Drunken Boat's Hong Kong Special Folio and Asian Cha’s March 2016 issue. 
 
Suzzie Sauer has been teaching Drama internationally for 12 years, and currently 
teaches at the Canadian International School of Hong Kong. 
 
Tammy Ho Lai-Ming is founding co-editor of Cha: An Asian Literary Journal and 
assistant professor at HKBU. She won Hong Kong’s 2015 Young Artist Award in 
Literary Arts.  
 
Vanessa Man Yi Wong gained an MA in Comparative Literature from the 
University of Hong Kong. She was the Assistant Manager at Hong Kong 
International Literary Festival, and is also a freelance translator specializing in arts, 
culture and cinema. 
 
Viki Holmes is a Hong Kong based poet, and teacher-librarian with ESF 
International Kindergarten Tsing Yi. Her solo collection miss moon’s class was 
published by Chameleon Press in 2008. 
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FINAL ADJUDICATORS 
 
 
Arthur Leung is an associate editor for Asian Cha and a regular performer of his 
poetry. He was a winner of the 2008 Edwin Morgan International Poetry 
Competition. 
 
Eddie Tay is an associate professor at CUHK, where he teaches courses on creative 
writing, children’s literature and poetry. His recent poetry and street photography 
collection is entitled Dreaming Cities. His poetry collection The Mental Lives of Cities 
won the Singapore Literature Prize.  
 
Jason E H Lee currently lectures in English Literature at HKBU. He has published 
in the UK, Singapore and Hong Kong and his first collection of poems was a runner-
up in the Melita Hume Prize (2012).  
 
Jason S Polley is associate professor of English at HKBU, where he teaches 
poststructuralism, postmodernism, literary journalism and graphic novels. 
 
Justin Hill’s fiction has won the Somerset Maugham Award, Betty Trask Award, 
and Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize. Having spent most of his adult life in China and 
Hong Kong, he now teaches Creative Writing at Sheffield Hallam University. 
 
Martin Alexander is a poet, writer and long-time Hongkonger. He was a trustee of 
the UK’s Poetry Society, and is editor-in-chief of the Asia Literary Review. 
 
Nicholas Wong is the author of Crevasse (2015) and winner of a Lambda Literary 
Award. 
 
Shirley Geok-lin Lim is University of California Santa Barbara Research Professor, 
recipient of a Commonwealth Poetry Prize, Asia Week Short Story prize and two 
American Book Awards. She was English Chair Professor at HKU. 
 
Tammy Ho Lai-Ming is a founding co-editor of Asian Cha and an assistant professor 
at HKBU. She won Hong Kong’s 2015 Young Artist Award in Literary Arts.  
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PRIMARY SECTION 
 
 
Champion 
 
Wong Man Ying 
St Stephen’s Girls’ Primary School  
Theme: Nature 
 
The Faces of Nature 
 
Have you heard of Mother Nature? 
From her come all the creatures. 
Her hair is a spectacular waterfall, 
Her dress made of rainbow, flowers, trees and all. 
She lends us sunset when dusk comes, 
And grants us air as fragrant as cherry blossoms. 
 
But sometimes our Mother has a temper, 
She shouts and out comes the stormy weather. 
She blows hurricanes and tsunamis at us, 
If we misbehave or betray her trust. 
She stomps her feet on the ground, 
And an earthquake shakes the entire town. 
 
The beautiful queen has secrets herself. 
So Mother, are there aliens, fairies or elves? 
The Great Unknown hides the truth, 
Shaking her head when we ask for proof. 
What’s at the end of the massive universe? 
Is it something good, bad or worse? 
 
But now I wonder, where is she now? 
Has she disappeared? To where and how? 
Is she hiding under bricks and cement? 
Is she scared without a friend? 
I think it’s time we follow her tracks, 
Find her, save her and welcome her back. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
In terms of figures of speech, especially personification, similes and metaphors, this 
poem is strong. Its diction is clear, its imagery vivid. The fact that it also has an 
important environmental message only enhances the power of this piece.  
 
For a young poet the piece demonstrates some sensitive thought. Excellent work. 
 
This is an interesting poem that makes the reader think about environmental 
concerns by personifying Nature as a mother who’s been made by humanity to flee 
her children and must be persuaded to return. The topic and theme are well-worn, 
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but the poet has added a freshness to it that will make the reader or listener see 
things differently. Half rhymes like ‘comes/blossoms’, ‘herself/elves’ and 
‘cement/friend’ are a little awkward, but ‘truth/proof’ is much stronger and stands 
out as a memorable epigram. This is a promising piece—and I love the rhythm of 
the second half of the last line, which bounces along to the poem’s key word and 
ends the piece with a really strong sense of completion. 
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First Runner-up 
 
Wong Sik Chi  
St Stephen’s Girls’ Primary School 
Theme: A Beautiful Memory 
 
The Blessing of the Sky 
 
Last year my close friend joined the stars 
In the frozen night sky 
To honour her death I came afar 
With tear-bedimmed eyes 
 
I mourned, grief-ridden, for all year 
I wouldn’t do a thing 
My grades slipped down, I didn’t care 
I'd lost what I held dear 
 
On New Year’s Eve, my parents advised 
I should start moving on 
I was to wake afore sunrise 
And follow them outside 
 
I woke next morning before the sun 
They led me somewhere 
But when we reached our destination 
It was breathtaking 
On a cliff over foam-capped waves 
Was a heavenly sight 
The crescent moon began to fade 
Pink and gold streaked the sky 
  
A ball of flames slowly rose 
Lighting up the world 
Turning the sea’s turquoise robe 
Into a rainbow 
 
My parents exchanged a blissful look 
We all turned to the sun 
Tendrils of pure warmth and hope 
Were radiating off our hearts 
 
I saw my friend’s face in the sky 
She smiled and waved at me 
She said there’s no need to mourn or cry 
I'm always there for you 
 
The past is just the opening bars 
Pursue your lifelong dream 
Carve your name into the huge stars 
Be the weak’s supporting beam 
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I won’t forsake this life of mine 
I replied tearfully 
Then with a final blessing and goodbye 
She faded forever 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A very well written poem, with images coherently and vividly employed. It tells a 
beautiful story, syntactically competent and musically sensitive. I love the ending, 
where the speaker’s friend’s fading forever paradoxically makes this beautiful 
memory exist forever. 
 
I like the development in the poem, its emotional intensity and honesty; it does what 
it should do: emotional expression. 
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Second Runner-up 
 
Berry Natalie Jane 
Marymount Primary School 
Theme: Emotions 
 
Love and Loss 
 
I remember her last breath, 
before she was claimed by death. 
Closing her glassy blue-green eyes, 
Hearing her family’s soft cries. 
  
I shot for the sky and tried to fly 
Ready to give up and say goodbye 
To my dreams, then she came along 
And taught me what was right and wrong. 
  
I finally stopped falling down, 
No longer remained on the ground. 
Went straight up and flew really far 
Beyond the sun and touched the stars. 
  
What I’d give to see her smile 
One more time, just for a while. 
I want to hear her voice and laugh, 
But it will never be enough. 
 
My heart is beating a long foot race, 
Wet tears are dripping down my face. 
Here I am with my broken heart, 
Left alone to grieve in the dark. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A very strong and emotive poem. One can feel the grief of the writer, and it reads 
beautifully. 
 
This is a moving and inspirational poem, with good use of rhyme, a strong sense of 
loss and a clear determination in the speaker to remember his or her mentor and 
make her spirit proud. It’s interesting that the woman is not identified as either a 
mother or daughter, and the speaker might be either a male or female. That helps 
make the poem appeal to all ages and either sex. It gets too close to cliché in the first 
line of stanza two—these are two over-used images—but the poet does develop 
them with some success. ‘Touch the stars’ is also a cliché. Tears are always wet and 
though the last two lines are structurally sound, they undermine the positive 
strength of the rest of the poem. Did the poet mean to show that although people 
struggle to rise above sorrow with achievement, the agony isn’t diminished? If so, 
the contrast might have been strongly shown by better use of the first two lines of 
the last stanza to show this contrast. Neat use of enjambment in stanza two: 
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‘goodbye/To my dreams’: a great technique preventing obvious rhymes from 
dominating the poem! 
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Third Runner-up 
 
Tang Lok Yee     
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School 
Theme: Nature  
 
Red velvet spreading over the blue lagoon, 
Blue tears sparkling under the red blood moon, 
Cherry blossoms decorating Christmas in Washington, 
Mikania fragrance tantalizing in late autumn. 
  
Red murderer committing crime far and near, 
Weird blue tears come year after year, 
Spring now comes before winter, 
Yet summer lingers till late November. 
  
Has nature gone out of control? 
Or has man come to the end of the road? 
World Climate Summit just set the goal. 
Nature can now rest and regrow. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Efficient, surprising and original. I like that the ‘World Climate Summit’ is left 
towards the end, forcing the reader back to the beginning to re-read the poem. 
 
I hope the poet’s optimism will turn out to be justified! The poet created in the poem 
a topsy-turvy world of clashing colours and seasons out of sync. The images in the 
first stanza are striking and original, and I like the way the poet has intensified the 
incongruity of the colours in unlikely situations. The second line of the poem is the 
most visually vivid and effective and, with the first, it sets the scene really 
powerfully—we have a very strong picture, and we’re waiting to see what it means. 
However, I don’t feel that the last two lines of the poem really have the poetic 
strength to beat the first two. Again, the second half of the second stanza is a bit 
bland and factual, while the first two lines of that stanza are visually strong--even if 
they’re not as factually true as lines three and four of the stanza, they carry a far 
stronger sense of the world being in a chaotic state. Word and image choice are very 
promising in this poem.  
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Merit 
 
Chan Chung Man 
SKH Lee Shiu Keung Primary School 
Theme: Emotions 
 
My Friends of Emotions 
 
In my emotional world, I have four friends. 
They stand by me and our friendship never ends! 
  
Happy is an adorable angel, 
She makes me smile and cheerful. 
Wow! She is dancing gracefully in the bright sunlight! 
She is an elegant rose which brings a beautiful sight. 
  
Sadness is an aloof genie, 
He hugs me only when I feel lonely. 
Oops! He is walking alone to the lonely mountain! 
You come across him when you are heartbroken. 
  
Anger is a furious monster, 
He is hiding in a dangerous volcano. 
Oh! He is controlling you to scold others! 
He builds a wall between you and your peers.  
  
Fright is a chicken-hearted girl, 
She always thinks everything will fail. 
Ah! She is standing and trembling over there. 
She reminds me to handle everything with care.  
  
If people ask me, “Who is your best friend?” 
I will answer, “All of them!”  
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poem shows four typical emotions through personification with fair use of 
rhyme. Specific words like adorable to describe happy are appreciated in making this 
seem like a poetic version of the movie Inside Out. I like the allegorical play; and the 
idea of four friends in four emotions. 
 
This is a lovely performance poem, spontaneous and musical. It is purposeful with 
clearly conveyed ideas, personifying the four basic human emotions in an embracing 
manner. The third stanza (on sadness) is the weakest though, because of the repeated 
qualifier lonely/alone. 
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Merit 
 
Ho Evelyn 
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School 
Theme: Nature 
 
The Colours of Earth 
 
Eggs hatch into fluffy balls, 
Flowers sprout and lambs call. 
Yellow buds like drops of gold, 
Encased in silky emerald folds. 
  
Fat red grins with small black teeth, 
Aquamarine waves over coral reefs. 
Sprawled on sand like lazy pigs, 
People drink, swig after swig. 
  
Graceful dancers twirl and twirl, 
Golden leaves slowly swirl. 
Pumpkins like an orange pot, 
Soft and sweet or fiery hot. 
  
Jack Frost casts a nasty spell, 
Frozen ice inside the well. 
Icicles like silver pins, 
Tinkling keys in the whistling wind, 
  
Four seasons swiftly go, 
Leaving smiles and tears and woes. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Vivid imagery is used in the writing of seasons. The writer is able to capture the key 
features of each season, though their perception and emotion of the seasons is not 
always clearly conveyed. 
 
I appreciate the attention to the imagery and the consistent tone. I also note the 
ambitious attempt at a consistent rhyme scheme. 
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Merit 
 
Lee Sze Ying  
Good Hope Primary School cum Kindergarten 
Theme: A Beautiful Memory 
 
An Extraordinary Memory 
 
The big, old clock had just struck nine, 
For me, it’s time for bed. 
After, my mother came into my room, 
And kissed me a sweet goodnight. 
  
I closed my eyes and dreamed away, 
Inquisitive, curious and wondering. 
Thinking what I’d dream of tonight, 
And it gave me something amazing. 
  
At first I landed on a fluffy cloud, 
And saw its vibrant pink. 
I took an enormous, gigantic bite, 
It tasted like a strawberry drink. 
  
After I gobbled up the pleasant cloud, 
I glided down a candy cane, 
Then landed on something that moved. 
I looked down and it was a chocolate train. 
  
I took a seat which was topped with candies, 
The scent was incredibly sweet. 
I looked out of the colorful window, 
And heard a toffee canary tweet. 
  
Outside I saw a bunch of trees, 
Only they were made from lollipops. 
There was also an ice cream mountain, 
Showered with heavenly, delicious gumdrops. 
 
Next we passed a lemonade waterfall, 
It created attractive and dreamy bubbles. 
I caught one and floated on air, 
Humming lovely, cheerful tunes. 
  
Suddenly there was a strong gust of wind, 
It woke me up, it was all a dream. 
I opened my eyes unwillingly, 
And saw a soft morning beam. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
An incredibly rich and vivid poem. An excellent piece of work. Fantastic recounting. 
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I enjoyed the imagery—this can only come from a child. I certainly appreciate the 
use of form here. There is a strong and effective beginning and end to the poem.  
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Merit 
 
Tam Cheuk Yin Ashley 
St Paul’s Co-educational College Primary School 
Theme: Nature 
 
That is How Each Year Must Go 
 
Spring has come, the cold is gone, 
Leaving us a bright green lawn. 
The grass, once hidden in slushy snow, 
Sing their praises like a springtime show, 
To God above in heaven smiling, 
“There’s nothing like the big sun shining.” 
  
The ground is warm, the sun ablaze, 
It’s a time for sunny days. 
The bees abuzz that chance to pass, 
May see me snoozing on the grass. 
  
The tree leaves soon turn brown-yellow, 
And fall down on the magnificent meadow. 
The air is soft and crisp and cool, 
The squirrels have an acorn duel. 
  
Feel the winter coming on, 
Hear it in the cracking trees. 
Note the cold and quivering wind, 
Snapping sharply at their leaves. 
  
The last is done, the next is here, 
As it is in every year. 
Spring, Sunshine, Autumn, Snow, 
That is how each year must go. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A very interesting and original poem. The nice iambic rhythm shows maturity and 
proficiency in the English language. Nice shift of perspective to how bees watch ‘me’ 
on the grass. The squirrels’ duel is very imaginative imagery. The imperatives in the 
stanza on winter are used effectively. The poem can profit from paying more 
attention to regularity. The rhyme scheme for winter is different from the others, 
but there is little reason to be so. The spring stanza also has six lines, instead of the 
four of the others. Moreover, ‘springtime’ in ‘like a springtime show’ (4) is perhaps 
redundant, and ‘big sun’ also sounds like a summer image rather than a spring one. 
In the penultimate line, ‘sunshine’ and ‘snow’ are representative of summer and 
winter respectively, and perhaps the same should be done for ‘spring’ and ‘autumn’; 
‘autumn’ can also be replaced by something that starts with ‘s’ to enhance the 
alliteration effect. Overall, very well done! 
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This is a beautiful poem with subtle depiction of nature in detail. It is a landscape 
painting of the four seasons. It has reached the readers using the five senses, colour, 
smell, touch, taste and sound. It has rhyming pairs skillfully constructed. The 
ending note is strong and uplifting. Diction in great variety. It replaces winter with 
snow which is unconventional and very refreshing. It strikes another image for the 
reader. It is beautiful! 
 
A very solid treatment of the subject. Some vivid and interesting details and 
language. To improve this, I’d like less formulaic imagery, and more specific details. 
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Merit 
 
Tan Charlotte 
Heep Yunn Primary School 
Theme: A Beautiful Memory 
 
A Memory of a Dream 
 
The golden sand, 
Falling gently out of my hand 
I still remember the dream of the beach 
My family and I having a juicy peach. 
  
I ran into the deep blue sea 
Clear water splashing over my knees 
A baby dolphin swam towards me 
And we played together merrily. 
  
How I wish my dream will not end 
As I had made a dolphin friend 
Too hard to leave my beautiful dream, 
But I heard my mother scream. 
  
She shook me awake in an awful way 
I reluctantly left my comfy space 
Forcing my dream out of my head 
And went to eat my toasted brown bread. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
This poem describes an amazing dream in the sea. It mentions the five senses and 
creates a joyful image. The ending is the awakening from the dream, sadly but 
vividly. 
 
A nicely crafted poem, in which the fairytale-like dream is portrayed in contrast with 
mundane reality. I enjoy the turn near the end of the third stanza, where ‘dream’ 
rhymes fully and ironically with ‘scream’. Images are very vividly employed. 
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Merit 
 
Uchimoto Natasha 
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School 
Theme: Nature 
 
The Immense Wild 
 
The cheetahs are prowling, here and there, 
The monkeys are cleaning their dark wavy hair. 
Eagles soaring in the sky, 
Hunting for supper, “Caww!” they cry. 
In the lake, oh yes you'll see, 
Gangs of amphibians guzzling their tea. 
Termites are lurking, chewing on wood, 
Lizards leave their tails for good. 
Please do not go there, if you're a child, 
For you may be eaten, out in the wild. 
  
Hyenas are screeching and laughing, 
Here and there, sly wolves are howling. 
Rumbles of anger, the great mighty roar, 
Could it be an uncontrollable boar? 
Vultures are swooping high and low 
Rattlesnakes hissing, to and fro. 
Lions are stalking in the grass, 
Walk away, back up slowly, alas! 
Please do NOT go there, if you’re a child, 
For you will be eaten, out in the wild. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
An original poem with a message befitting the age of a talented young poet—in fact, 
perhaps not even an adult should be out in the wild! The images are vividly 
communicated with the use of strong diction and well-controlled rhythm and 
rhyming.  
 
The poem can improve by having a tighter stanza structure. Do the two stanzas 
serve the same purpose? If both stanzas are about how dangerous wild animals are, 
why do we need two stanzas? How about categorising the animals into several 
stanzas, to give the poetic form some meaning? 
 
This is a scary wilderness! Lots of different animals. Enjoyed the small changes in 
sentences that alter the force of the lines. 
 
Nice use of repetition; some clever play—termites, lizards—showing original 
imagination! 
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Commendation 
 
Au Oscar 
Ying Wa Primary School 
Theme: A Beautiful Memory 
 
Memory Rises 
 
As I stared at the eyes of my friend blankly 
Memories kept replaying continuously   
Palettes of tunes flooded into my mind 
Refreshing my brain from behind 
  
The scorching sun emanated warmth to beyond  
Embracing the land as if sharing a bond 
The sparkling butterflies glistened in the sunlight 
Rainbow of colours shimmered from dark to bright 
  
A smile shone filled with pride 
With a truthful friend side by side 
Sweat was rolling down our cheeks so red 
Without any plausible sign of dread 
  
Dashing across the green fields 
As a magical connection gradually builds 
Our souls soared up into the endless sky 
And galloped on the clouds up high 
  
Lying in beds of flowers 
We stayed still for several hours 
As aromas wafted into my nose 
A bond in our hearts arose and flowed 
  
Overlooking the spectacular view on a hill 
Nothing budged except for the chill 
Holding hands as we chimed a rhyme 
Lost in the tracks of time 
  
The scene was interfered with 
As a white and pale face appeared 
Embracing me for the very last time 
He reluctantly said goodbye... 
  
As I stared at the eyes of my dead friend 
It whirled me into galaxies hard to comprehend 
Then an image started to bloom like a flower 
Engraved in the universe, a hidden treasure 
  
We were seen chasing each other 
In such harmony as if I were his brother 
Smiles were seen through my damp eyes 
As my courage and sense gradually rises  
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Though my friend has left me forever 
There will always be an endless gleaming river  
Flowing gently in our hearts 
Reflecting our memory as it once again starts 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Fresh expressions presented. 
 
The poet has worked hard to develop their poem and ideas, and to use rhyme and 
rhythm, though I think some of the rhymes chosen push the piece in awkward 
directions. This really doesn’t work with ‘beyond/bond’, ‘interfered/appeared’ and 
‘red/dread’, for instance. However, the sense of loss comes across strongly and 
though I would have liked a clearer sense of who the people are in the poem, the poet 
has tried to show how the memory is both beautiful and sad. I’d suggest using free 
verse instead of rhymed poetry, freeing the poet to concentrate on choosing 
powerful words and images. 
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Commendation 
 
Cheung Hay Ching Eleanor 
Marymount Primary School 
Theme: Nature 
 
The Wardrobe of the Charming Garden 
 
I am the Charming Garden, 
Nature’s fairest maiden, 
My wardrobe is full of brightly colorful outfits, 
I change according to seasons when I see fit. 
  
It is January, 
The snowflakes make me shivery. 
Secret snowfall at night, 
When I awake I am in all white. 
The flimsy, fluffy and feathery coat is soft to touch, 
It gleams in the winter sun, is a delight so much. 
  
It is April, 
Everyone is now playful. 
I wake up all fauna and flora, 
All my clothes become technicolour.  
I slip on green blouses, sleeved with yellow iris, 
And put on bonnets made from scarlet roses. 
Daffodils deck my shirts, 
And daisies line my skirt. 
I wear perfume of primrose sweet 
With scattered petals on my feet. 
 
It is July, 
The busiest season has now arrived. 
I put on a velvet gown in green, 
Transforming into the queen. 
Shimmering showers at a flick of my wand, 
Fruits grow ripe by my command. 
Yellow mangoes and red apples are bountiful, 
Orange oranges and colorful berries are beautiful. 
Birds and butterflies rest on my dress, 
My summer dress is best of the best! 
   
It is October, 
My new clothes mean the year is soon over! 
My clothes look like they’re on fire, 
As they have turned red, orange and yellow with my desire. 
I wear a crown of glistening golden leaves, 
Dresses embroidered with smoky chestnuts and ruby pomegranates. 
  
I am the Charming Garden, 
God made me His color’s warden, 
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Year after year I change clothes like a fashion parade, 
Giving you spectators splendid variety and joyful sight without delay. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poem is full of fruits of different variety. It touches on the reader’s visual, 
olfactory, taste senses. It paints a colourful and fruitful garden. It is also cleverly 
rhythmic with rhyming pairs. The choice of diction is wide and complex. There is an 
original use of word combination such as ‘Orange oranges’ and ‘My summer dress is 
best of the best’! The overall tone of the poem is delightful, and echoes well with the 
theme. It is a magical poem! 
 
This is a lively and energetic poem, full of colour and life. The poet has structured it 
well according to the seasons. The poet plays on the notion of a fashion show with 
‘wardrobe’ in the first stanza, develops the idea of dressing up for each season and 
finishes neatly in the last stanza with ‘fashion parade’. I like the strong declaration in 
the first two lines, and the idea at the end of the poem that the garden has been made 
responsible by God is striking. The poet has chosen to describe nature in human 
terms, as though it were a woman concerned only with beauty and fashion—and the 
fact that the poet has left out winter altogether prevents them from showing the 
contrasts that the idea of the seasons invites. The poet has worked hard with rhyme: 
this is less successful at the end of the first stanza, and in ‘fire/desire’, fire is an 
autumnal colour, but desire is associated more with spring. In the last two lines of 
the third stanza, ‘sweet/feet’ is a beautiful couplet and conveys the qualities of spring 
very well. Elsewhere, some of the image choices are contrived: ‘best of the best’ 
really doesn’t tell us anything and it seems as though the poet was struggling for a 
rhyme with ‘dress’. (‘Caress’?) Though I regret that the poet didn’t include winter, 
this is a vivid and energetic poem. 
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Commendation 
 
Chiu Cheuk Him Carl 
Shak Chung Shan Memorial Catholic Primary School 
Theme: Public Places 
 
The Bus Terminal 
 
When I see the number 6, 
I remember... 
Many people as long as a snake 
Driving me crazy every day.  
But this is the journey start to school, 
I was willing to wait in 
This sardine pool.  
People wait and go. 
Buses come and load.  
Time flies like water flows. 
From my home, 
Lai Chi Kok, Sham Shui Po to Mong Kok, 
It's marvellous to be in school.  
From the final bell,  
Mong Kok, Sham Shui Po, and back to Lai Chi Kok, 
With my friends, to and fro.  
When I see the number 6, 
I will always remember... 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A very mature poem on the bus journey to and from school. There is some very 
good use of literary devices, such as varying line lengths, partial rhymes, and good 
imagery. They complement the couplets smartly placed at the start and the end of 
the poem, bracketing the details of bus journeys and elevating it to a thoughtful, 
pensive feeling. The poem can benefit from having a stanza structure—for example, 
the three short, crisp lines in the middle (‘People wait...water flows’) can form a 
separate stanza, in order to give the poem a slight twist in rhythm and breathing. 
Beware, also, of the odd use of past tense ‘was willing’ while the rest of the poem is 
in the present. Overall, this is a very good poem. Well done! 
 
The poet selects the bus terminal as a ‘public place’ which sets the context of the 
poem, unfolding further with images like school, buses and places (Lai Chi Kok/ 
Mong Kok) which are public places as well that form the poet’s community. The idea 
is quite interesting yet the narration sounds a bit flat with repetitive elements. The 
past tense in line 6 stands out rather curiously. 
 
Good descriptions, I particularly liked ‘this sardine pool’. The poet could probably 
leave off the last line and it might be nice to see something of the number 6 bus...! 
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Commendation 
 
Lam Pak Yu 
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School 
Theme: Nature 
 
Nature 
 
Nature is a magician, 
who makes all plants mature. 
She unleashes her power, 
to make the sky cry, 
or covers the land with colourful powder. 
  
Nature is an artist, 
who makes beautiful paintings. 
Without a brush or a piece of paper,   
she still makes the picture breathtaking. 
  
Nature is a zookeeper, 
who takes care of all kinds of animals. 
She trains them to play around 
which fills people with joy. 
  
Nature is a beauty, 
who provides happiness to man. 
 
 
Adjudicator’s comments 
 
Some really lovely work here, fantastic figures of speech, and confident use of 
metaphor. The last stanza seems to lose confidence a little, however—if the poet is 
making stanzas which have a consistent structure and repetition, they might 
consider making them all the same number of lines too. 
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Commendation 
 
Ma Annette 
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School 
Theme: Nature 
 
A Wondrous Sight 
 
As I walk through the barren land 
I am faced with a cold I cannot stand 
Stinging like a blade of a knife, I brace 
As the wind blows against my face 
 
I ponder and breathe in this indescribable scene 
More beautiful than anything I have ever seen 
White meadows stretch out as far as the eye sees 
A blanket of fluffy snow covers the pine trees 
 
Wispy clouds fill the sky like a tuft of cotton 
Suddenly, all sad memories are forgotten 
A frozen lake resembles a mirror 
As Christmas time comes nearer 
 
The sun rises and the ice shines under the light 
This stunning wonder goes on until the night 
Snowploughs rumble and hum, creating a symphony 
Branches rattle and the two create a peaceful harmony. 
 
The Northern Lights fade and snow falls 
Covering roofs and the tops of walls 
The wind, now a gentle breeze, blows 
I'm just sad that winter comes and goes! 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
This is a fluent, articulate, vivid and assured poem. The poet has written confidently 
and, particularly in the first stanza, has controlled beautifully many of the aspects of 
poetic technique. I think the rhythm might be improved in the last line of the stanza 
with ‘As the wind blows hard against my face’, and in the previous line I think a full 
stop instead of a comma would make the sense clear. Avoid words like 
‘indescribable’—not a terrific thing for a poet to confess to! There is promising 
descriptive writing here, though the very last line might have been stronger. I think 
the poet’s point is that once winter comes, it goes too soon, and this might have been 
expressed more precisely.  
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Commendation 
 
Ma Yat Hang Lukas 
Diocesan Boys’ School (Primary Division) 
Theme: Emotions 
 
Halloween 
 
T’is the night of spooky Halloween, 
Children were giggling away merrily. 
Wearing my daunting ghost costume, 
I whirled around with them gaily. 
  
Alas, I became very angry, 
When my sister stole my prized toy. 
 I couldn't help hollering and screaming at her, 
I felt overwhelmed with fury instead of joy. 
  
Then a tingle of sadness came over me, 
As the relentless rain began to fall. 
We couldn’t go out anymore, 
But could only listen to a bird’s distant call. 
  
It was midnight, drafty and intimidating, 
While we visited the haunted house. 
Petrified that there could be a ghost, 
Thus I dared not enter, as timid as a mouse. 
  
“Yikes! There’s a cockroach!” 
Was all I could hear. 
I turned away in utter disgust, 
While the hideous pest scampered near. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A very well-constructed and written poem with an original theme. The poem was so 
vivid as to almost arise from a film. Great usage of vocabulary. The rhyme scheme 
isn’t perfect, but otherwise the writing is excellent, and “Halloween” tells a good 
story with a nice surprise at the end.  
 
Through the event of Halloween, the poet has gone through all the emotions in one 
night. 
 
There’s a clear narrative here—I appreciate the storytelling ability. There’s also a 
consistency to the form that I appreciate. 
 
This is an energetic and mischievous poem about the timidity of the speaker when 
they want to be bold on Halloween. The speaker begins with confidence boosted by 
their costume, but is easily daunted by a sister, the rain, the haunted house and the 
cockroach, in spite of anger, hollering and screams. Impotent fury! The humour in 
the poem comes out of this, and the last two lines strongly show the speaker’s 
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revulsion. The poet handles rhyme fairly well, but ‘fall/call’ makes me wonder if 
they included the bird just to complete the rhyme! It seems a bit out of place, 
especially at night. Might it have been an owl? The toy is also a bit strange, and 
gives the impression that it’s there to rhyme with joy. Be careful too with clichés—
‘timid as a mouse’ is too old and over-used! That said, the tone of the poem is 
carefully set, and the poet is obviously more aware of the situation than the 
character who speaks. 
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Commendation 
 
Poon Cheuk Kei 
St Stephen’s Girls’ Primary School 
Theme: My Neighbourhood 
 
My Neck of the Woods 
 
Chewing gum stains are a terrible eyesore 
And litter on the streets makes me roar. 
People smoking pollute the air 
And emissions from cars are a nightmare. 
Deafening traffic can be heard  
With the morning chorus from cacophonous birds. 
Busy roads are all around us  
Full of commuters squeezing onto a bus. 
Majestic mountains can be seen, 
Beautiful with many shades of green. 
Little animals all in trees 
Surrounding hikers climbing in twos and threes 
Colourful buildings everywhere  
Have balconies with plants here and there. 
Work people are rushing home at night 
While neon lights are flashing bright. 
Churches and temples all around  
Where different faiths can all be found. 
Hymns of praise for the Lord above  
And prayers to show our Gods our love. 
Colonial schools as old as the hills, 
Modern schools as new as spring daffodils. 
Students’ faces look like pieces of art 
Telling us what they feel in their hearts. 
Shopping, services, centres, super delis, 
Bustling banks and loaded laundries, 
Bakeries brimming with the best brown bread, 
Massages for muscles and massages for heads. 
All kinds of restaurants not too far; 
Fast food, Japanese and even bars. 
Chinese, Western and Indian treats; 
So much delicious food to happily eat! 
My neighbourhood has some things terrific, some atrocious, 
But I wouldn’t move as I love it so much. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
This is an impressive poem which delineates the vibrant neighborhood of the poet.  
 
Excellent choice of words and precise descriptions. Well-done! 
 
A musical work, demonstrating nicely some technical devices like assonance, 
alliteration and rhyme. A mosaic of vivid images, yet seems somehow congested in 
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this single-stanza poem. There is a sense of social belonging but the positive and 
negatives elements in the speaker’s community could be better organized in order to 
lead to a convincing conclusion. 
 
Some interesting ways of describing everyday things. I thought the lines ‘Colonial 
schools as old as the hills, Modern schools as new as spring daffodils’ particularly 
interesting.  
 
Good alliteration and use of language though I’d like to see details more specific and 
particular to the author. 
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Commendation 
 
Poon Matthew 
La Salle Primary School 
Theme: Emotions 
 
Fear 
 

Everyone has his unique fear 
Though most dismiss it with a sneer 
Some fear that they cannot achieve their own goals 
Others fear God does not look after their souls 

 
Remember once when I was small 

I was afraid of toys that crawl 
Whenever I saw them moving 
Immediately I started crying 
 

As I grew older my fears changed 
Across grades and medals they ranged 
Over a critical exam I lost much sleep, 
Dreams of high marks I dared not keep. 
 

Now I’m going to secondary school 
Amongst friends I want to be the most cool 
Fear still lurks in my mind somewhere 
From such I have learnt to forbear 
 

Some say strength equals valiancy 
Some say heroes are all mighty 
I say that none of these is correct 
Mere audacity does not gain respect 
 

Like weeds fear may grow and spread, 
With it I won’t compromise. 
Fear intimidates feeble minds, 
But conquered on true courage’s rise. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poet has taken great care with rhyme in this poem, and I’m impressed with the 
ingenuity with which they have tried to keep the sense of the poem in spite of the 
way rhyme tends to drag a poet away from what they want to say. This often means 
that the poet ends up changing the direction of the poem to fit the rhyme, instead of 
the other way around! I think the poet has struggled in places—the rhyme breaks 
down in the last four lines, and ‘somewhere/forbear’ is contrived—but the sense is 
otherwise successfully retained throughout. One detail I enjoyed—and I don’t know 
if this was deliberate!—is ‘all mighty’, where the poet combines the two ideas: on the 
page it is clear that they’re saying that every hero is mighty, but when the poem is 
spoken, it sounds like ‘almighty’, and that is quite different! I also like the way the 
poet has addressed the subject of the poem, showing the fears and apprehensions of a 
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student facing secondary school, and conveying with maturity some of the subtleties 
of the experience of growing up and changing. For future poetry, rhyme should not 
be used so rigorously—free verse can be just as powerful, and it liberates one from 
some of the mechanical constraints of form. 
 
A very well-organized poem, starting with a definition of fear, followed by little 
personal narratives converging convincingly towards a ‘philosophical’ conclusion. A 
bit too many abstract nouns though. Also, punctuation marks are not consistently 
deployed. 
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Commendation 
 
Wu Tania     
HKBUAS Wong Kam Fai Secondary and Primary School 
Theme: Nature 
 
Untitled 
 
The harsh stormy winds 
Whip the sea into frenzy 
Will it ever end? 
 
The green grass rustles 
And the charming flowers dance 
As the breeze blows through 
 
The giant mountain 
Wrapped in its warm green jacket 
Sneers snidely at us 
 
Beautiful but cold 
The knight of winter arrives 
Beware its harshness 
 
The bright light of hope 
It arrives every morning 
To show the new day! 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
This is a commendable effort! The poet demonstrates keen awareness of poetic 
effects through both sensory and figurative images. Some impressive alliterative 
lines are used like ‘stormy winds whip the sea’, ‘green grass rustles’ and ‘giant 
mountain/Wrapped in its warm green jacket’. The balanced images of nature as 
cruel and kind reflects the reality of life. I like the positive close of ‘hope’, ‘every 
morning’ ‘to show the new day’.  
 
A thoughtfully written piece that carefully communicates the theme in a pleasing 
and engaging manner. 
 
The poet has created some strong images here, the strongest of which is the fourth 
stanza, with the play on words of ‘knight’ and ‘night’ and the warning. However, it’s 
hard to see a development in the poem. The second and last stanzas are positive, but 
I’m not sure how the ‘harsh stormy’ winds, the mountain that ‘sneers snidely’ (nice 
alliteration!) and the ‘beautiful but cold’ winter prepare us to be cheerful in the last 
stanza, especially when the first one wonders whether the violence of the sea will 
ever end! Nevertheless, the poet has chosen words carefully to match the mood of 
each stanza: violence in the first, gentleness in the second, overbearing disdain in the 
third, and the lovely image I’ve already mentioned of the cold knight in the fourth. 
It’s in the final stanza, though, that it seems the poet has hurried to finish the poem. 
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Commendation 
 
Yeung Hei Chit Jaden 
Diocesan Boys’ School (Primary Division) 
Theme: Nature 
 
Missing Ice Palace 
 
Playing on my icy palace 
Making up some graceful ballads 
Prancing around in these walls of white 
Looking at the sky so clear and bright  
Leaving giant paw prints in the snow 
Gazing from my palace as auroras glow 
Relaxing on my icy palace 
Pawing in the water for my chilled seal salad 
Snowballing and swimming with my polar friends 
Laughter and happiness to no end  
Gliding elegantly on the ice 
On my beautiful palace I watch the sunrise 
  
Awaking on my icy palace 
Not a single piece of ice could be found! 
Into the sea my home has melted 
The place where I once was safe and sound 
More ice plummets as I swim away 
On a quest to search for my new home today 
  
Searching for my icy palace  
Is not an easy wish to fulfill 
For the next piece of ice shall be miles away 
And my lost home has left me tired and ill 
Oh, for how many days will I have to wait? 
Until my new white palace comes into view? 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
While this poem has powerful, almost photographic imagery (ie ‘chilled seal salad’) 
and excellent diction, it could use more punctuation and a slightly improved form. 
Nevertheless, this is a very well written piece of work chronicling the life and 
struggles of a polar bear. Very entertaining. 
 
This is an interesting exploration of global warming through the eyes of a polar bear. 
The poet makes the reader guess as to the speaker’s identity, and foreshadows it 
with ‘paw prints’, paws, the ‘seal salad’ and the ‘polar friends’ until the reader has 
guessed, though the poet never actually has to use the word ‘bear’! There’s a sad 
irony in the idea of the ‘icy palace’—it sounds so grand at first, and then we realise 
that it will melt into nothing, and we worry that the ‘new white palace’ at the end 
will never appear. There is some vivid writing here and a sense of the ice, cold and 
water. However, ‘ballads’ is strange, and seems to be there only for the rhyme, as 
does ‘today’ at the end of the fifth stanza. Rhyme is tricky: if you choose to be bound 
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by its rules, you can be forced into saying things you don’t really want to, just to 
make something rhyme. That can be frustrating, especially when you have a good 
line that you want to keep, and end up with something not so good because you can’t 
find a rhyme that matches the direction of your poem! The poet leaves out rhyme 
altogether at the very end, but the last two lines of the first stanza are very good—
musical, vivid and entirely on topic. Promising work!  
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SECONDARY SECTION 
 
 
Champion 
 
Lee Sarotta  
Good Hope School 
Theme: Money and Power 
 
The Wolf 
 
In the dead of the night 
Distant growling sounds are heard 
The gold moon hanging above shines bright 
Down there shadows fumble, their movements unheard 
 
They are all thin, old, gray and wiry 
With eyes flashing bolting mad yet weary 
Glaring at the piece of gold ravenously 
 
The leader gives a long, loud cry 
And the pack howls their eerie lullaby 
The howl echoes, splits the dead night, the sky shudders 
The gold moon flashes, drops onto the ground, it shatters 
 
Gold pieces scatter 
The pack snarls and rushes 
Towards the broken moon 
Here comes a whimper, a gnaw 
A long whine a snarl 
Soon the land is all in ruins 
The moonlight fades the roaring dies 
 
The lone leader stands 
Surrounding him are the bodies which groaned 
The lust for power, the lust for pride 
Corrupts, ravages, devastates the night 
 
The leader lets out one last lungful cry 
Yet no one is able to react, nor reply 
Not even the pieces of moon 
All that remains is golden dust and a land fully ruined 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Great metaphor throughout. Some excellent images. Harrowing. 
 
The symbolism in this piece is excellent, and the sound quality and rhythmic 
cadences are consistently applied. The ideas and images presented here are evocative 
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and well thought out, while the end-rhyme is used judiciously and not overly forced. 
Overall, the narrative is paced evenly throughout, and the effect created is indeed a 
powerful one. 
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First Runner-up 
 
Lam Kae Ning Ashley  
St Paul’s Co-educational College  
Theme: Nostalgia 
 
A Poem to Remember 
 
I asked the stairs if it remembered me, 
It replied with the winter air 
that swiftly soared past the trees, 
Yet on my cheek I feel its heat. 
 
I remember you, my dear, dear stairs. 
I said. 
How could I forget. 
Hands of flesh and hands of wood. 
Intertwined. Eternity. 
 
How could I ever Forget. 
 
I asked the trees if it remembered me, 
It replied with its usual flair 
lines of light blocked by branches. On the wall, 
danced like Fred Astaire. 
 
I remember you, my dear, dear trees. 
I said. 
How could I forget. 
In spring bare branches budding leaves. 
Intertwined. Eternity. 
 
How could I ever Forget. 
 
I asked the walls if it remembered me, 
It replied with its empty stare 
the blankest, toughest stare I know, 
and I stared back at the winter snow. 
 
I remember you, My dear, dear wall. 
I said. 
How could I forget. 
Peppers of mold and blanche. 
Intertwined. Eternity. 
 
How could I ever Forget. 
 
I asked the girl if she remembered me, 
She replied with the words in my head. 
 
I do not remember you. 
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She said. 
How could you forget, 
The past and present, never 
Intertwined. 
 
How could I ever forget? 
 
“You forgot to see, you forgot to believe, you forgot to chase the sunset. 
That is how you ever, Forget.” 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A very challenging and intricate poem with clever use of formatting, particularly 
with the italics and font size changes. There are some incredibly subtle shifts in 
meaning in this piece, and the play on forgetting vs remembering is very intriguing 
and powerfully rendered. The overall construction of lines in the individual stanzas 
is taut and well-managed, with strong alliterative patterns here and there. The tone 
is at times ethereal, urgent but also endearing, and the transcendent nature of the 
poem helps to offset the choice of concrete imagery, which can appear puzzling and 
arbitrary at first. 
 
Smart. Good repetition. Saddening to feel and see the loved one fading as they are 
being memorialized. The awkward construction of the close—‘That is how you ever, 
Forget’—compels readers to insert that missing N, to in fact Never, never ever, 
Forget. 
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Second Runner-up 
 
Lee Ching Tung Cheryl 
Pui Ching Middle School 
Theme: Nostalgia 
 
Two Packages 
 
Two packages sat on my doorsteps this morning  
Suddenly there, without a warning. 
  
The first one was wrapped in old duct tape 
Its edges peeling, falling off 
I found a wallet, letters from banks 
A fountain pen and a leather briefcase 
A pair of frowning eyebrows and a poker face 
The words on blinding screens, the ache behind eyes 
The lifeless trials and errors, errors and trials 
The streak of cowardice 
The faint hint of greed 
Numbness, distractions, oblivion 
Bitter burdens 
Heavy as a pound of guilt 
  
The second one was wrapped in bandages 
Its bruises seeping through like blood 
I found three crayons, a detailed house 
A red balloon and dripping Mickey Mouse ice-cream 
A released kite and a forgotten dream 
The burst of bubbles, the joy on swings 
The sweet scent of daisies in springs 
The sand lost between fingers 
The one nightmare that lingers 
Laughter, Innocence, Simplicity 
Past Years 
Fleeting as those roller coaster rides 
  
Just underneath the two packages 
I found a dandelion 
A gust of wind and a blink of an eye 
And away the seeds and parachutes flew 
Away from my doorsteps 
Away from me 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A strong poem with effective images. The items listed in the ‘two packages’ are 
creative and poignant. The ‘dandelion’ is a lovely metaphor for the loss of one’s past. 
 
A beautiful piece—magical almost. Exemplary word choices and images. 
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Third Runner-up 
 
Chan Joanne 
Diocesan Girls’ School 
Theme: Connectedness 
 
Hurry 
 
“Hurry, hurry!” Mom yells at me, 
Noisy and pesky like a bee. 
No rest, no break, no afternoon tea, 
Off I go, my bags with me. 
  
After piano, comes ballet, 
Spin and turn nonstop all day. 
On the ground my tiptoes lay, 
Sore and stinging but what can I say? 
  
In seconds I’m in my swimwear, 
Messed up a dive. I don’t care. 
Look at the flying birds out there! 
Why am I here? It’s not fair! 
  
“Hurry, hurry!” She yells again, 
Urging me to catch the train. 
When would she ever let me complain? 
I can do nothing—not even explain. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poem powerfully captures the challenges of the modern teenager and the 
numerous expectations put upon them. The persona’s frustration is expressed 
through effective use of breathless rhythm and rhyme which helps convey the non-
stop nature of her daily life. 
 
The rhyme works excellently here; meaning is not only preserved, but reinforced 
through word choices. Playfully serious. A poignant, constructive comment on the 
encumbrances of youth culture in Hong Kong.  
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Third Runner-up 
 
Li Ho Yeung 
Sing Yin Secondary School 
Theme: Nostalgia 
 
Dai Pai Dongs Remembered 
 
Swaggering across open space,  
Food aroma attacks my sense of taste.  
Sizzling sound resonates all around  
Like an orchestra played in town.  
 
Brandishing the spatula there,  
The chef throws the wok up into the air.  
A spectrum of colours, splendid spice. 
A shiny bead of sweat glistens in the rice.  
 
Shuttling among seas of voracious diners, 
The waiters take their orders with power.  
Scribbling down “O tea” with speed and calm,  
The order pad gets translucent in his palm.  
 
Friends and families, young and old,  
Enjoying their precious time of gold,  
Packed closely on benches eating, 
Chattering about everything.  
 
It is a Dai Pai Dong,  
It is real Hong Kong.  
 
Have a big bowl of noodles.  
Have a sip of iced milk tea.  
And chat with people round  
No worries about the fee.  
 
The crammed environment,  
The warm wooden benches,  
The familiar faces...  
All these are warm caresses.  
 
With rents soaring sky-high,  
Only can I sigh  
For they are fading from my sight,  
Losing the fight  
Against fast food chains.  
Many have lost  
Forever lost...  
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Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A deeply felt poem with a strong sense of place. The writing is playful and 
evocative—one can almost taste and smell the myriad of food offered at the Dai Pai 
Dong. Lines such as ‘The order pad gets translucent in his palm’ stand out and show 
the work of an imaginative and mature poet in the making.  
 
Great image. Great lament. A paean for, an obituary to, Dai Pai Dongs, which are 
representative earmarks of local Hong Kong culture that are under serious threat by 
so-called modernization. 
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Merit 
 
Lau Nicole 
St Paul’s Secondary School 
Theme: Exploring Hong Kong 
 
At Rest 
 
I walk up to the upper deck 
Wind rushes in and messes my hair 
Huff huff 
The sweet scent of sage just makes my day 
  
This is a damp, misty morning 
Everything is sheltered in its dawning 
With a hint of yellow 
And a flash of freshness 
  
The neon signs stop flickering 
Streets lie there plain and distinct 
  
It is only the traffic lights playing the beats 
Which echo round the stillness of all; and 
The alternate between red and green 
That softly dazzles and dominates the screen 
  
Brum-brum, brum-brum 
The tram skids to a stop 
This is where I get off 
At the veins of heart of Hong Kong 
  
The gates of Sogo are shut 
Elevators in Hysan Place remain lifeless 
Deemed vibrancy lacks, yet a sense of calmness intrudes 
This is our metropolis—resting  
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
This poem’s imagery is really wonderful, and so is its imaginative response to the 
theme. Sometimes its mastery of language conventions is inadequate (‘deemed 
vibrancy lacks’) but the fresh descriptions, clear details and restrained tone together 
make for a wonderful poem, one of the best here. 
 
Excellent observations, clear details, subtle rhythms and an aversion to abstractions. 
 
A beautiful description of an early morning tram ride before the city is entirely 
awake. The use of small details helps situate the reader within the geography of 
Hong Kong. 
 
Very mature construction, with a great sense of presence and lovely pacing 
throughout. The imagery is vivid at all times, and the tension between motion and 
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stillness adds another element to the reading. The ending of the poem is especially 
lovely, as it complements the general “feel” of the city at this time. 
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Merit 
 
Li Ho Yeung 
Sing Yin Secondary School 
Theme: Culture 
 
A Global Culture 
 
Some dine in with friends and families, No more  

Ch    
    atting...  

No more  
Gr   

    eeting...  
No longer  

   Focus on   
    eating... 

No longer  
                   Look at each  
                              other... 

                         Their eyes are glued to i-    
                                                  Phones…  

Some order take-away,  
Disposable tableware 
                Thrown
                                                                away 
Coke cans                         

                Thrown       
                      away 

Food leftovers  
                Thrown       
                     away  

Foam lunchboxes 
                Thrown      
                      away  

Plastic bags  
    Thrown   
          away  

Why hasn’t this throwaway culture been  
   Thrown      
        away?   

 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A relatively simple poetic construction, but with very innovative use of form which 
complements the poem’s tone. The overall message is very tight and relevant, with 
only a few minor grammatical errors regarding tense usage. The title seems a little 
sketchy and vague however, and the two sections presented—one on the loss of 
human interaction, the other on our throwaway culture—could have been connected 
better. 
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Almost necessarily didactic. A morality tale we’ll learn too late. Excellent use of 
form. The rhetorical questions turn the piece into a dialogue, one that is cynical. But 
also true. 
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Merit 
 
Tsui Hoi Lam 
Carmel Divine Grace Foundation Secondary School 
Theme: Connectedness 
 
Rain in the Town 
 
Walls of the terraced cottage ablaze in summer 
Tulips aside blush peach pink color 
Blue jays are whistling a candy-sweet tune 
Cats are lying lazily at noon 
The trickling river parts the town into two 
The carved wooden arc bridges us through 
  
Living in this town, what joy, for me, at least 
every day is a peaceful feast! 
  
Tap, tap—my footsteps out of the door 
Outside, raindrops start to dance then pour! 
Ting-a-ling, light as feather 
Splash and splutter, heavy as anchor 
  
Umbrellas fling open in a colorful rainbow 
A contrasting yet harmonious fireworks show! 
Rain shed off, spreading numerous ripples 
One tiny drop, inducing circles 
  
I leave a shaded space for an uncovered stranger 
One by one, people find their own shelter 
Under purposely-abandoned umbrellas, cats cluster 
Leaves are propped for the birds in the drizzly weather 
  
People are closely packed, umbrellas are intimate 
Under the same roof, we meet and we wait 
We are united, protected from the cascading rain 
No one is left out, or soaked in sorrow and pain 
  
Rain keeps showering restlessly 
Bouncing on the river, fulfilled and free 
River to river, hand in hand 
Blend into the faraway ocean, gorgeous and grand 
  
We are the big wide gigantic sea 
Bound together by a force like gravity 
Lives overlap between you and me 
We are a whole, a community! 
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Once there was a boat, lost in the sea 
Drifted through this river, accidentally 
Wanting to escape, unnoticedly 
But people embraced, greeted, welcomed with glee  
A shore settled the misplaced heart, and that was me! 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
This energetic poem describes a number of moments with effective simplicity and 
directness. The concluding stanzas have offered a nice message about empathy and 
community. 
 
Some great images. There is an overemphasis on rhyme, which distorts some of the 
strong intended meanings. Remove double prepositions. It’s a relief that the poet 
does not let form restrict them; there is a necessary, and welcome, freedom in the 
varied stanza lengths, one that adds tension to the rhyme. A good message about 
connection and community. 
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Merit 
 
Wat Monica 
Holy Family Canossian College 
Theme: Money and Power 
 
Plutocrat 
 
                                                                           One, 
                                                                        Two, three— 
                                                                coins pile upon coins. 
                                                               They form a mountain, 
                                                             Akin to a golden Everest. 
                                                            If you ever try to scrutinize 
                                                        From there where the village lies, 
                                                      You will spot my solitary silhouette, 
                                                     Sitting still on the hill, sealing a deal. 
                                             Well I don't mind telling you one more thing—  
                                            I am, indeed, on the throne of this tranquil town. 
                                       All around me the fortune, fist, and fame I accumulate. 
                                 Nevertheless, shamefully, I grasp and grip, I rack my mind, 
                               Never ever is there someone who is willing to stand by my side. 
                  When darkness, my only companion, icily sympathizes with me at night, 
                   For I am too high up, the frosty breezes attack me with all their might. 
                    The wealth can never be my armor; neither can the power be my shield, 
                   So I shut my eyes as I shake and shiver; as vehemently as I can manage. 
                                                                                                                        In the end 
of the world, 
        After my very last straw, 
                                                                    In the sound of silence, 
                                                                            the 
                                                                                                   free 
                                                                                      fall 
                                                           will lead me to what I’ve been longing for— 
                                                                                                             the solid ground, 
                                               The sound of music, 
                                                                                 The simplicity of life. 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
This is a most interesting pattern poem, which sometimes rises to a mystical, vatic 
tone. The rhymes at the beginning are somewhat twee (probably because they are 
rather close together). Clichés such as the ‘last straw’ should be avoided. 
 
A brave attempt in submitting a concrete poem. I was looking for a stronger ending 
in the poem. The last few lines do not quite give me a feeling of things falling apart. 
 
Smart. But can one escape corruption after embracing it? Voice appears conflicted, 
which is good. Is life made simple by embracing capitalism? Or is this irony? Good, 
rhetorical open-ending.   
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Merit 
 
Wong Kylie 
St Mary’s Canossian College 
Theme: Nostalgia 
 
The Gone Home 
 
The merciless sun eats the essence of the river away, 
destroying the home of the tiny trout in a heartless way. 
The fierce wind brings the trout to his way, 
to the place where all the happiness and security 
are only pieces of memories to be blown away. 
  
The once shimmering golden carpet rolled out by the farmers 
has turned to grey concrete roads. 
The warm welcoming beats of the folk songs 
are covered by the hounds of cars and the remorse complaints of the workers. 
Together they create a repulsive symphony 
that sends chill and grief to the trout under the foggy mask. 
  
Glittering his home was, 
he was once a carefree trout swimming in the crystal-clear river 
and it is the only home he has. 
Until the black liquor flows along his face, 
he knew the river threw a tantrum in dismay, 
choking everyone in its way 
to break his heart as the people may. 
  
Gone are the days of the home where he lived. 
Filthy mud is in exchange. 
Months has he swum to get back “home” 
To convince himself nothing has changed. 
  
Darkness falls and brings the sorrow back. 
The nostalgia he gets breaks his heart to pieces 
One more final breath, 
his soul floats away with the home that no longer exists. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Excellent theme and images with erudite use of metaphor throughout. Good 
narrative quality, though the poet should try to limit the rhyme. 
 
This well-written poem contains a strong environmental message. It expresses, in a 
sympathetic and effective way, the predicament of the trout, whose ‘home’ is 
destroyed due to development. 
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Merit 
 
Yu Charmaine Kate 
Maryknoll Convent School (Secondary Section) 
Theme: Exploring Hong Kong 
 
The Route of Life 
 
I board an old tram 
and fortunately, it’s not much of a cram. 
With a mild shriek of the gate 
It takes off with no time to wait. 
The whirring sound of engine 
And occasional ding when arriving at the station 
reminds me of a stillness  
within the city’s rushes and races. 
Intervening grey strips of concrete ahead 
Is a story waiting to be read. 
Frail, exhausted buildings aligned on each side 
Wave their glowing neon hands they tried.  
Attracting attention to shops from far—  
I see a Chinese dispensary with an herbal jar 
And food stalls along the road, giving a lovely aroma  
while the cloud of steam swarms the area.  
By the curb, an aged lady starts 
To flatten cardboard boxes on her pushcarts.  
 
As we rumble on, the sky grows darker  
City lights are brighter. 
Buildings reaching the night sky. 
Flagship stores with a luxurious aura neither can deny 
Like nobles sitting proudly at their thrones each night 
Bringing me under the limelight. 
Men in suits hurrying with a phone 
Where they mindlessly drone  
Their sounds engulfed by the orchestra of traffic 
Like an never-ending timeless classic.  
  
Ding-ding 
The tram stopped in a mild swing. 
I've reached my stop. Then walked away  
Into the busy crowd, doing a replay— 
Thinking about the city's authentic hue 
between the old and the new.  
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Stanza two is smart and strong. The rhyme, at times, however, is overbearing. A 
sophisticated and at times critical description of a trip on Hong Kong’s tram. The 
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elements of old and new in the city are effectively brought out and the poet’s use of 
rhythm and rhyme is particularly strong. A very strong effort. 
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Commendation 
 
Berago April Mae Mendoza 
HKMA David Li Kwok Po College 
Theme: Money and Power 
 
The Seed 
 
Neutral, gay, naive;  
That’s how we all start  
Inequality, despair, avarice; 
That’s how we fall apart.  
  
A blinding arrow causes 
the thirst to fill one’s purse. 
What was once seen a gift, 
is in fact just a curse.  
  
When misused and abused, 
the seed of need and greed 
implants a deceptive thought: 
“More and you will be freed”  
  
Why must I obey and follow?  
Just because one decreed?  
Why must things be this way?  
“More, then you will lead”  
  
Even if it eats you whole,  
even if you fall and bleed,  
its call is unavoidable:  
“More will help you succeed” 
  
Not knowing the result,  
for it can be so diverse.  
What was thought to turn good,  
in the end, turned to be worse.   
  
All would be lost as 
the mind would rule the heart 
when the drug chants its spell, 
  
the parasite will never part. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poet has a very strong sense of rhythm and rhyme, which helps convey the 
message about inequality and the corrupting nature of money. The use of different 
techniques, such as questions, is effective. 
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The poem’s meaning is generally very succinct, and the use of the italicized refrain is 
well-constructed and adds another dimension to the piece. The rhythm is great in 
places (stanzas 3-5) but can also be uneven, particularly at the beginning and end of 
the poem. The images are also a little off, as they don’t connect entirely to the 
material, and the admittedly minor mistakes once more affect the fluency of the 
reading. 
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Commendation 
 
Chan Ho Wang Ernest 
Wa Ying College 
Theme: Connectedness 
 
The Lost World 
 
The ruthless creature had been captured, 
Locked inside his cell with decades to come, 
Accompanied by no one but a bottle of rum. 
How he wished his freedom and saw the twinkling stars, 
He marked off the days he had spent behind the bars.  
  
With the final stroke on the damp wall, 
His years of imprisonment finally came to an end.  
Tears of joy emerged from his elongated eyes. 
He had pictured the scene of family reunion for a thousand times. 
  
He rushed back to home through the once familiar alleys, 
Seeing nothing but walking zombies on the serene streets, 
Looking at nothing but the icy-cold screens, 
Hearing nothing but the buzzing sounds of notification. 
  
His passing over a park gave him so much chill, 
The park was so silent as if all children were ill, 
Sea-saws and swings were hanging static still, 
With countless questions he continued going uphill. 
  
Arrived home with endless doubts in his mind, 
Asked his wife what had happened in all this time. 
“Living in the era of delusion, 
Phones are devices of illusion. 
We thought we created a world of inclusion, 
But in reality it is merely confusion, 
Face-to-face chatting becomes wrong, 
Engaging with one another via a screen is the new norm.” 
  
After years of separation he could see his beloved son, 
Astonished he was seeing him holding an iPad, 
Reluctant to put it down even when he went to bed! 
Seeing his long lost dad, his face turned red, 
He had become a robot who didn't know how to interact. 
  
Situated in the era where humans becomes slaves, 
Don’t they realise they are marching towards their graves? 
Technology has become our overlord. 
The world is truly lost, he thought. 
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Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poem’s message regarding changes in human interaction is very strong and 
consistently made, and the choice of images is generally complementary to that 
message. The rhyming scheme works well as a whole, but can sometimes appear 
erratic in places. There is also a tendency to tell rather than show at the end, which 
lessens the overall effect of the poem. 
 
The poem addresses our addiction to technology through an intriguing conceit: how 
would the world look in the eyes of someone who has been in prison since before the 
widespread use of mobile devices? The poet also highlights how despite the promise 
of connection offered by mobile technology, we are in fact more disconnected than 
ever. A nice work of imagination. 
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Commendation 
 
Chan Kwun Chi 
Carmel Divine Grace Foundation Secondary School 
Theme: Money and Power 
 
Wondering 
 
Inside the towering skyscraper in Lujiazui, 
Mounds of jewelry were shining as bright as the sun, 
Wondering why no one paid any attention to them… 
Trendy clothes were lying in front of the door, 
Wondering why they were treated as mat… 
Blocks of gold were sleeping on the floor, 
Wondering when they could be admired… 
Dozens of watches were “idling their times” 
Wondering what they were born for… 
In the middle sat a chubby  
Yet dispirited and morose man, 
On top of piles of money, 
Forsaken 
Crestfallen 
Wondering why his life was torn asunder… 
He has everything 
Except glee, exhilaration, serenity 
Rains knock heavily on the window, 
Trying to give him an answer. 
Outside in a street, a family sat in the form of a circle. 
Their wallets were empty 
Their clothes were torn 
Their watches were broken. 
But they were chatting blissfully 
Chuckling 
Cuddling 
Their eyes glinting with prodigious beauty. 
They have what the man wants…felicity 
But… 
The man didn’t look out. 
Still staring at his fortress… 
Wondering… 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poem presents the stark contrast and inequality between people of two social 
classes but also reminds us that money cannot ultimately buy happiness. 
 
The poem carries a strong emotion throughout. 
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Commendation 
 
Chik Ning Sum Latina 
St Clare’s Girls’ School 
Theme: Money and Power 
 
Money Slaves 
 
Wearing the clothes she does not even like 
Buying jewelry she sees no delight 
Following her rich and showy friends 
And losing her real self 
Can Money and Power bring Happiness? 
  
Walking along the street with his expensive suit on 
Not even noticing the beggar nearby 
Keeps walking and act like seeing nothing 
And losing his real colour 
Can Money and Power bring Happiness? 
  
Like mannequins 
Controlled by Money and Power 
Being so robotic and phony 
And losing their real colours 
Can Money and Power bring Happiness? 
  
What about finding your real colour? 
What about finding your real self? 
Ignore those blind robots 
And find your real self 
Can Money and Power bring Happiness? 
 
 
Adjudicator’s comments 
 
The overall voice and content of the poem is strong, with clear references made to 
money and power. The various perspectives offered in stanzas one and two allow the 
reader to see how it affects people differently, although the image of the robot and of 
losing one’s colour could have been expanded upon. There is a tendency towards 
abstraction in the final section of the poem, while the refrain at the end of each 
stanza adds little to the poem as a whole. 
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Commendation 
 
Fung Kitty 
Good Hope School 
Theme: Connectedness 
 
Phubbing Family 
 
My son was Facebook swiping, not bothering to give dinner a look 
My daughter was smiling, taking selfies with the dessert until her cheeks hurt 
My husband was holding one chopstick, accepting his call in a flick 
I was ogling at the food waste while memories surfaced 
  
On that dark cold night, we enjoyed the flare 
Brought by flickering flames in the fireplace near my dad’s armchair 
Savouring the toothsome dinner and ardent love in this cold weather 
Chattering like there was no tomorrow and letting the warmth permeate the air 
  
I didn’t know how to treasure this tepid feeling 
As I was trapped by this malicious machine that was so appealing 
He dragged me into a mirage of happiness 
Left me swimming in a pool of emptiness 
  
A vibration from this devil woke me back to reality 
I pulled him out from my pocket 
Maneuvered him out of reflex 
Continuing my life as a phubber, forever perplexed 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
In their attempt to capture the frustration and appeal of mobile devices and social 
media, the poet has interestingly and effectively chosen to write from the perspective 
of a neglected mother. The flashback to a simple but enjoyable family gathering 
around a fireplace contrasts nicely with the dinner scene portrayed at the start of the 
poem. 
 
The poem makes good use of concrete imagery in order to bring its message across, 
and the narrative in general is well-paced and helps to bring the reader into the 
poet’s world. The overall sound quality of the piece is fine, with good examples of 
alliteration here and there, although the use of end-rhyme can seem forced in places, 
and the rhythm of the piece can be rather inconsistent from stanza to stanza. 
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Commendation 
 
Leung Hei Tung 
True Light Middle School of Hong Kong 
Theme: Connectedness 
 
Telepathy 
 
Languidly, I slip through the crowd showcasing a taut atmosphere. 
Sorrowfully, I learn that I'm the only one who doesn’t know the strategy.  
I have a book in my hand, the nonchalant crowd,  
Not even making a teeny bit of sound,  
Are all ninja-like soldiers.  
  
Leaping across the ditch and walking song the street,  
I flip over the pages 
Depicting the splendid adventure of Alexander 
Riding on the celestial chariot, accelerating in my direction. 
  
The soldiers are acting strange, 
Coming towards me as a straight line, 
They look more like some incapable, useless fools that are indefensible. 
Finally, the chariot stops. 
  
On the bus,  
I try not to fuss, 
But with their synchronized demeanor,  
I am cut out of the picture. 
  
The soldiers seem to be some marble statues,  
Crossing their legs, striking the same beautiful god-like pose,  
Fit into their ears with stylish accessories,  
They gaze in the device without a pause.  
  
The long-awaited merciless war has eventually started.  
Exchanging battle in formation in an incredibly fast speed,  
Not the soldiers but the fingers. 
Not only until the game is over will they ever wither.  
Their actions repeat, the game is unstoppable. 
  
Not looking back, I get off the bus. 
I know if I don't there's no second chance. 
Once again, I am drifting in the big crowd.  
Going against the trend, facing all the people waking in the opposite direction.  
 
Soon, vehicles move as the crowd does. 
Disappearing in the dense fog, just like a mystery. 
Until the people are all gone, I lean lightly on the wall. 
I am rejected by the rest of the world because of their telepathy. 
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Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poem does have a few clichés and could become stronger if the author 
reconsiders the use of abstract nouns.  
 
The fantasy of the real—a good mediation on ‘real’ reality vs ‘virtual’ reality. Which 
zone do we privilege when we are occupying each, as the poet is while video-gaming 
on the street? I like the line ‘I am cut out of the picture’ (which would read better as 
‘I’m cut from the picture’), as this leaves ambiguous which ‘picture’, which ‘world’, 
the poet is removed from—or has removed themselves from.  
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Commendation 
 
Ng Si Ki Annette 
St Mary’s Canossian College 
Theme: Connectedness 
 
Monochrome 
 
Frosty, Frigid, Frozen,  
On the verge of death, they huddled. 
Crisp, Cold, Chilled,  
Their bodies incorporated into one.  
Layers of snow,  
Layers of huskies,  
Layers of affection. 
Warm blood flowed through their bodies. 
Their skin is no barrier for love. 
Snowflakes shimmer,  
Light goes dimmer,  
Love gets greater.  
Huskies, black and white, 
Obscure in the pure white snow;  
Love, however, fills Alaska with colour.  
Humans,  
Calling themselves “most intelligent” 
Are connected by something more concrete—  
Money Fame 
Our world monochrome  
Our connectedness looser than huskies  
Our minds only filled with interests  
Frosty, Frigid, Frozen,  
On the verge of spiritual death. 
 
 
Adjudicator’s comments 
 
The poem offers a vivid description of the connection between a pack of huskies in 
the cold, perhaps who are running in the Iditarod dogsled trail race in Alaska. The 
poet effectively captures the emotional linkage between the dogs as well as their 
exhaustion.    
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Commendation 
 
Shum Yuk Ching 
Diocesan Boys’ School 
Theme: Exploring Hong Kong 
 
Ding-ding 
 
Each step forward, 
It’s “tsik-tsuk, tsik-tsuk”. 
That’s weird, but it’s no joke! 
“Ding-ding!” 
The jungle green creature sings, 
While strolling through the streets 
In steady, rhythmic beats. 
  
From Kennedy Town, 
To the Street of Whitty, 
Down to where the neons blaze, 
To the valley where horses race.  
Along the Temple of Tin Hau, 
To where quarrying vanishes now. 
  
Walking through this part of the city, 
Witnessing the miseries with pity. 
It’s seemingly old, unfashionable, 
Untrendy, even a geek, 
It carries out its duty 
Without fatigue. 
  
It never changes 
No matter if outside is dangerous. 
Still that original, 
Yet special creature! 
In my heart it forever lures. 
  
“Tsik-tsuk!” 
“Ding-ding!”  
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Good images, good word reversals. I’d like the rhyming to be much more limited. 
The onomatopoeia works very well at transporting readers onto the tram.  
 
This poem has a happy, child-like innocence to it, and it conjures up evocative 
images of the tram on HK Island. There are a few wonderful lines with especially 
strong rhythm and imagery, but there are quite a number of grammatical errors and 
the intended meaning slips through sometimes, which affects the overall reading of 
the poem. 
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Commendation 
 
Siu Shania Grace Yu 
True Light Middle School of Hong Kong 
Theme: Money and Power 
 
A Poor Man’s Plight to Pursuing Money and Power 
 
Dim unending alleyways are where I rest my head at night, 
Mist and dust consume my fear, and turns it into spite. 
The sun shines again and its heat scorches my skin, 
I have no house, no shelter, no warm, welcoming abode, 
I am merely a has-been man. 
  
I scamper stealthily along the bustling pavement, 
Stared at by the suits who receive generous payment. 
Tattered torn threads coat my scrawny, scraggy body, 
Their gold-plated shoes put my shabby sandals to shame. 
I refuse to become an also-ran man. 
  
Through lifting boundless burdens I finally accept my cheque, 
My shoulders sore, thighs blistered raw, I feel like a wreck. 
Beads of sweat like searing hot raindrops, longing for a life of joy, 
Pulled by the force of my future ahead, I leave this life without looking back, 
I will no longer be a down-and-out man. 
  
Heavier weights weigh down my eyelids as my desk piles up each day, 
Lights left on for 7 years straight, rest no longer, more work is at bay. 
First shoes, then my briefcase, then my suit, then my car. 
I walk with my head held high, like the suits who stared at me. 
I know I am not a second-rate man. 
  
Disheveled hair, rags for clothes, a man strolls down the street. 
I scoff and cough, roll my eyes in disgust. This man should be living in discreet. 
Yet flashes of the past cloud my vision like a fog that knocks me off my feet. 
I realize what kind of a person I have become. Consumed by greed, 
I have become a one-dimensional man. 
  
Guilt consumes me like a fire burning from within, 
He was poor and penniless, what men call a “has been”. 
Yet his eyes were bright, smile wide, head held high. 
I no longer want money, for greed is a bottomless pit, 
I want to become a self-contented man. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The writer shows their talent in description and manages to demonstrate the 
distress experienced by a man in a city. This said, I do think the poem is too 
restricted by end rhymes and syntax. Enjambment could free the poem. 
 
A well-constructed poem with a strong social message. 
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Commendation 
 
Yeung Sheung Yi 
True Light Middle School of Hong Kong 
Theme: Connectedness 
 
So Long and Good Night 
 
so long 
have i been sent up here 
wandering around the planets 
trapped from my own, the metals cold 
  
so long 
have i been sent up here 
the walls of the universe so close 
the space: my boundary from home 
  
so long 
have i been away 
since the day my planet burnt 
burst into flames i cannot save 
  
so long, so long 
  
how long 
i keep searching for the signs of life 
the sun is calling for me 
but it’s not home, not home 
  
how long? is it time to say good night? 
  
so long 
the galaxies around me never the same 
stars are shining  
but i’m not shivering in the same way 
good night, good night 
  
long ago, the black hole is eating me up 
only in dreams do i see my loved ones 
do i see the hearse of my planet 
oh, they’re calling for me 
  
good night, good night 
  
how long 
have i been up here 
long ago, long ago 
  
how does it feel to be the only one  
left around? 
good night, good night 
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i walk out of the ship 
walk into the darkness, towards the sun 
this somehow looks like planet home 
am i close? am i close? 
  
so long 
and good night 
 
 
Adjudicator’s comments 
 
Excellent repetition. Sombre. The metaphor of the lost astronaut translates into the 
loneliness of individuals both at night and in daylight. A mature piece that reads like 
internal monologue and also like performed monologue, which really would be a 
dialogue between a lone performer and a quiet audience. I like the non-capitalization 
and the spacing too. I’d change the title however, unless the objective is to give away 
the close, or have it loop back into the beginning.  
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OPEN SECTION 
 
 
Champion 
 
Tang Naomi 
West Island School 
Theme: Culture 
 
Chungking Mansions 
 
As a child, Chungking Mansions was a labyrinth of stalls 
And lifts that creeeeaakkked with fatigue and age. 
At times, a little cultural haven enclosed in four walls 
Of latticed stonework and iron resembling a cage. 
 
All year hung the stench of sweltering bodies, 
Of festering fruit like a haze of taste and touch. 
I loved Mr. Kapoor’s pungent masala, his bizarre stories 
Brought notions of swirling India drowning in thick muggy mulch. 
 
One floor housed venerable Mrs. Chen, her vivid baritone 
Soared above all else: a loud luscious sea composed of peaceful green. 
I wandered in the char siu, the Tsingtao, the Xiaomi phones 
Until reaching an oozing moat of pulpy polystyrene. 
 
I would wait some mornings beside Aloki and Mahavir’s deli 
Prying, prodding, pleading, pressing and poking 
To gape, dog droopy-eyed, at the Nepalese candied jalebi. 
Aloki would pass me one: deep-fried, pretzel-gold, saffron-dipped, still smoking… 
 
Now, I stand, surrounded by the babble of a curious polyglot to stall-owner, 
The hassle of predawn business between hearty companions, 
The cultural exchange of opinion in shops threadbare and ochre, 
It is Hong Kong’s most precious resource: Chungking Mansions. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A refreshingly personal and individual take on a part of Hong Kong that features in 
all the lives of Hong Kongers. 
 
Smart. Reflective. Excellent word choices. Truly evokes the richness of the 
Chungking experience, one vital to Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon and to Hong Kong 
more generally.  
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First Runner-up 
 
Yip Grace 
West Island School 
Theme: Culture 
 
Untitled 
 
A trip to Hong Kong was all I knew 
Nothing about the culture, festivals, nor its brilliance 
To the city on a plane I flew 
Stained in my mind is that unique experience 
 
A complex cake resembles a festival 
Inside is an un-glowing moon 
But the one in the sky is a spectacle 
Standing hoping this night won’t pass too soon 
 
Sitting on an icy stone bench 
Trees letting their leaves bristle 
The cold making my jaw clench 
Nights never mixed with bird whistles 
 
A boat shaped like a dragon 
Holds much more than just what’s visible 
A story about someone’s passion 
How far he went to show he was miserable 
 
Ear-deafening sounds fill the air 
Red confetti floating, not aligned 
As if the occasion needed any more flair 
Two lions appear, so carefully designed 
 
People holding out delicate red packets 
Smiling and returning the favour 
Little kids wearing intricate jackets 
Gave you a taste of their culture, sweet is the flavour 
 
A festival dedicated especially to the dead 
A carving on a stone that marks a person’s lifetime 
Tears drop to the ground after they are shed 
The cemetery so crowded during daytime 
 
The beautiful city so close yet so far 
Grasping hold while I’m in the middle of it 
As if it was from another star 
But right there in the centre of it I sit 
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Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Quite well crafted indeed, and the rhythm is generally also well-managed. 
 
A few sharp observations—‘un-glowing moon’, clenched jaw, no ‘bird whistles’ at 
night. But the poem is slightly marred by its focus on the rhyme scheme. Still, an 
interesting poem worthy of praise. 
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Second Runner-up 
 
Messervy Eve 
West Island School 
Theme: Connectedness 
 
Upload a Life 
 
I know this guy, his 
First name’s Tech and 
Last name Nology 
And he owes the world a repentant apology, 
For 
Hypnotising, 
Mesmerising, 
In a way lobotomising, 
The whole entire world. 
  
He takes gigabytes of citizens   
Like a platter of fresh meat, 
And makes kilobytes of netizens 
In a glitch  
Of a heart beat!  
He puts a magnet in the screen 
So you cannot get away, 
From the pixels and the glow 
That you gaze at every day! 
  
Our lives are in a chip now. 
Then fed through a wire. 
It’s how many likes! 
How many hits! 
How many followers do I admire? 
  
I have so many tweets I need to check, 
And so many messages I need to send, 
I hate the sound of that synthesized buzz 
But I check the update just BECAUSE! 
I can. 
Double click to download a photo 
Left click to upload a life 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Very clever puns and language play. The thoughts are clear and telling. Some 
language awkwardness therein; but this may be an original intention of the poet, 
themselves too being inescapably lobotomized by nefarious technology.  
 
I do appreciate the sincerity of the poem. The rhythm is well-executed. 
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Second Runner-up 
 
Yeung Vanessa   
Holy Family Canossian College 
Theme: Nostalgia 
 
Grandpa, Goodbye… 
 
A queer creature standing on the balcony,  
With four skinny legs and a giant square head – 
I saw an eyeball in its jaws! 
But then Grandpa told me it was called a turntable. 
  
Shining black circles were everywhere. 
The “Big Banana” was catchy – Oh! Inedible 
“Why are they called The Doors when there are no doors at all?” 
His giggle was beyond my comprehension. 
  
Turning, turning and turning 
One, two, three. Three two one. 
Spinning, spinning and spinning 
Then we found ourselves dancing merrily across the floor. 
  
Sometimes he was the accompanist, 
Inviting his companions to add extra delight to the melody. 
Mellow impromptu chords melting into my ears – 
They are now dissolved in tears. 
  
No music is being played but adults’ sob. 
The telephone call is like a vinyl scratch. 

Realizing the stylus has been worn out. 
Happiness is robbed. 

Both melody and lyrics fade and descend, 
Slowly becoming wordless crackles. 

The vinyl finally  
Stops spinning,  
Static and  
Still. 
  
There is no music to dance, no one to dance with. 
Throwing the records away is the adults’ intention. 
Do they know about those summer afternoons? 
In vain, in pain… 
I see the two blurred dancing figures again. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
A moving tribute to a music-loving grandfather who shared his passion with the 
persona. The memories are beautiful and at times heartbreakingly portrayed 
through the use of repetition and images which reflect the movement of the 
turntable. 
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Feelings expressed are somewhat trite BUT the poem’s development rescues them 
and gives them some depth. The focus on the status of the turntable and vinyl music 
with the grandfather and the loss of that technology with grandfather’s passing is 
credible and moving.  
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Merit 
 
Borger Ria 
West Island School 
Theme: Connectedness 
 
Memorable Days I Cherish 
 
“You’re my favourite” he always said 
Lots to tell, where should I start? 
From stories that aren't even in my head 
to memories I will always keep in my heart 
 
My mom carefully passing me to him 
His smiley eyes looking at me 
From the comfy blanky looking back at him 
Holding me with the smile of glee 
 
Sitting on his lap as soft as a cloud 
Hearing him as I start to doze 
His voice so tender and proud 
He read me a story till my eyes were closed 
 
Listen to the beautiful grass whistle 
As he holds the leaf with his wrinkly hand 
The trees making a small bristle 
By the wind my hair got fanned 
 
Tried grass whistling myself 
Not working out very well 
Asking him how he did it himself 
Getting a leaf, he starts to tell 
The amazing sushi place in town 
We often went there together 
The magical Karaoke place in town 
We sang at, together 
 
Moving to a new city 
Our distance becomes further 
Not seeing each other is a pity 
but still our hearts are close together 
 
Feeling empty not having him around 
The loss I have to bear 
Heartfelt memories abound 
What special moments we will always share 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
This is a tough theme to work with as it’s very hard to say something fresh. There 
are a number of awkward inversions (‘special moments we will always share’ rather 
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than ‘we will always share special moments’) for the sake of the rhymes. Nonetheless, 
this is very heartfelt and sincere. 
 
Moving. And somehow uplifting, notwithstanding the aura of loss—which is a 
wonderful marriage of opposites. 
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Merit 
 
Cheung Hay Ching Eleanor  
Marymount Primary School 
Theme: Local Myth and History 
 
A Conversation with the Terracotta Warrior 
 
Warrior, warrior, impart to me why you are here to dwell? 
To guard against a vast mausoleum that is no emperors’ parallel. 
  
Warrior, warrior, how big is this mausoleum that surprised the world? 
Twenty hectares is this underworld, 
Thousand meters high with evergreen trees, 
Four decades to build at his decree. 
Seventy thousand workers toiled day and night, 
To satisfy the ambition of a man, never to mention human rights. 
  
Warrior, warrior, unfold to me what’s inside the tomb? 
The China landscape microcosm here resume. 
Rivers and streams made with mercury flowing, 
Vales and mounts made with bronze standing. 
Precious stones sparkled in the ceilings as celestials, 
Extravagant palaces are the Emperor’s collections. 
  
Warrior, warrior, why do I hear sweet music flowing by? 
The Emperor is fond of music and glorifies. 
Clay dancers, musicians and acrobats amuse him to pleasure, 
Fine vessels, precious stones and rarities are his treasures. 
Life-after-death is as merry as life on earth, 
Armies, concubines, and servants are here to serve. 
Warrior, warrior, how has the tomb been kept safe in the last two thousand years? 
The Emperor prevented invasion by precautions. 
Arrows automatically ejected to stop raiders, 
Poisonous mercury and booby traps equipped to kill robbers. 
Archers, chariots and horses in full flight, 
Swords and spears are ready to fight. 
Eight thousand soldiers devoted to protect the Emperor, 
To ensure in his afterlife he is still in power. 
  
Warrior, warrior, do you think the Emperor was great? 
Unified China, 
Standardised characters, coins, weights and measures, 
Connected the Great Wall, 
No emperors are comparable to him. 
Burnt books, 
Buried scholars alive, 
Ruthless and savage, 
No civilian is comparable to he. 
His impact on the world is still seen, 
UNESCO named the mausoleum and the Great Wall a World Heritage Site. 
His legacy and pride to all our history. 
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Adjudicator’s comments 
 
This poem has a lot of potential, with good sound quality and conceptual framing, 
but the poor grammar and occasional forced end-rhyme don’t help, and the poem 
tended to inform rather than show a little bit too much. The overall message also 
seems confusing, especially regarding the Emperor’s very ambivalent legacy. The 
poet suggestively lets readers decide the meaning and merit of legacy and posterity 
for themselves. 
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Merit 
 
Kim Minjun 
West Island School 
Theme: Nostalgia 
 
A Picture Full of Memories 
 
I walk along the sidewalk, 
Of the noiseless Memory Lane, 
The embodiment of who I am, 
The treasure chest of my deepest secrets. 
My feet patter against the cobble pavement, 
The sounds echoing throughout the tranquil avenue. 
  
I walk, 
And walk, 
And walk. 
  
Until I step on a picture lying on the ground. 
I pick it up, and take a look. 
Icy chills, and bittersweet memories, 
Flood my body, 
Numbing me, 
Bringing tears to my eyes. 
  
A face of an old friend, 
Squinted eyes, 
And a cheerful smile, 
One that could lift the weights of exhaustion, 
And sadness from my shoulders. 
  
I can still remember… 
  
Running around in a field of grass, 
Aimlessly running, yet smiles never faltering, 
Burning with happiness, 
Brimming with energy, 
Filled with the purest form of true ecstasy. 
  
I can still remember… 
  
Sitting on the scorching floor of a sports track, 
Commotion and glee spreading like a wildfire, 
Across the bleachers. 
He covers me with his cloak, 
Saving me from the blistering sun. 
  
I can still remember… 
  
This day was especially cold, 
The clouds gathered together, 
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Cloaking the sun from our view. 
He smiled. Again. 
But something was off. 
His smile was bittersweet, 
Sad, 
As if all his happiness was gone, 
And he was only smiling for one last time. 
He walked away. 
His footsteps, getting softer and softer, 
Faded into oblivion. 
Dread seeped into my heart, 
Knowing that I had lost someone dear to me. 
  
I dropped the picture,  
And I continued to walk. 
  
They say a picture speaks a thousand words. 
  
But to me, that picture speaks a million memories. 
 
 
Adjudicator’s comments 
 
A lot of interesting language, which tends towards formulaic descriptions at times. 
I’d like to see something more specific to the author, but the form itself is innovative, 
and the repetition refreshing. A good tension between the clichéd and the personal. 
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Merit 
 
Reyes Bianca 
West Island School 
Theme: Nostalgia  
 
Untitled 
 
Beautiful melodies, magnificent symphonies 
or whatever they used to be 
are now only just empty, ringing noises to me.  
I used to see the notes glide from his tongue, 
swirl across the room in a ballroom dance. 
As they melt people’s hearts as if they belong, 
in an erupting volcano’s last stance.   
I used to hear my mother’s heart leap, 
the moment he strummed his guitar 
But in his deafening absence I can only see, 
In her heart, a crevice, a scar.  
  
I can still remember his single guitar pick, 
how he smiled when he felt it’s silver edges.  
He would never stop twirling those navy drumsticks 
And the vintage vinyls on his ledges.  
  
I can still recall when we sang in his room, 
together; our favourite song.  
I would do anything to rewind and resume 
to the microphone. Where he belongs.  
And even after mother’s shrieks 
No argument would hold him down. 
A storm was building, bright white streaks 
For his debut tour, he left town. 
  
Then the hour of his return; a building crescendo awaits. 
The door opens. 
But instead of harmony, a screech of  
broken  
record plates.  
  
The music stopped. Desolation of sound.  
Black and white. No more songs around. 
After the incident. Broken and plain. 
Sobs instead of tunes. Staccato instead  
of legato. Crying and pain.  
Instead of his serenading, my mourning. 
Instead of his song, my grief. 
Instead of his return, my loss.  
Instead of celebration, consolidation.  
Instead of my brother, there were strangers.  
  
I can still remember his final goodbye. 
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I wish we denied his persistent protests. 
He wore a blood orange bruise, suit and tie. 
His one-week holiday, now an eighth day’s rest.  
  
They say the first thing you lose when a loved one dies, 
is the way they pronounced their words.  
  
To those who said I would surely forget, 
this grief is not my choice 
If there is only one thing I could ever remember… 
  
It is the memory of his voice.  
Beautiful melodies, magnificent symphonies 
or whatever they used to be 
are now only just empty, ringing noises to me. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poem tells a clear story, expresses strong feelings, and has some clever diction 
play. At times, however, it is a little too prosy and suffers from some familiar images 
although likewise it contains some wonderfully original formulations.  
 
A beautiful and mature poem about grief and loss. The poet’s use of images reflects 
the workings of memory and how we remember specific details but also forget 
others. 
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Merit 
 
Saw Y Hern 
West Island School 
Theme: Money and Power 
 
Untitled 
 
Money is the basic need, 
Power creates greed.  
However if given to many,  
The result may vary.  
  
If given to elderly,  
They are not greedy.  
How they gift their wealth to their heir,  
As they don’t have much air.  
If given to a young man,  
They’ve yet to buy many.  
A good house by the cliff of the sea,  
As they can be plain free.  
  
If given to a peasant,  
They save at present.  
As they go by their own saying,  
Save for the rainy days.  
  
If given to a ruler,  
They become like the Führer.  
Corruption, suppression, death will follow.  
Death is what he swallows.  
  
If given to optimists,  
They won’t but insist,  
Corruption, suppression, death will end,  
Perfect worlds shall descend.  
  
However, if given to you,  
What would you do?  
With all the money and power…  
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
An interesting exploration of money. I would love to know what the poet would do 
with money, but this, of course, is not the poet’s intention. The poet educates their 
audience for the final question.  
 
The message contained in the poem is straightforward enough, but the expression is 
hampered by some puzzling choice of imagery and trite use of end-rhyme. Some 
grammatical errors affect the fluency of the piece, which has an important message 
overall.
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Merit 
 
Sure Sai    
West Island School 
Theme: Local Myth and History 
 
SARS 
 
Coughing, shivering, gasping for air, 
For a thousand others, it’s the same. 
Doctors caring for our welfare, 
like a mother to its child. 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome. 
 
Antibiotics, Antivirals all analysing me, 
my entire family sobbing with grief. 
The fear and anxiety completely filling me, 
I am at the end of my road. 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome. 
 
The fear, anxiety and the terror, 
will this be the end? 
For this is an error, 
in my life 
Goodbye world, for I am gone. 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
Interesting to read a poem so particular to the Hong Kong experience. Nice 
attention to alliteration. 
 
This is a heartfelt poem, though I felt more could have been done in terms of the 
imagery, especially one so personal—‘for I am gone’.  
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Commendation 
 
Lee Dorothy 
West Island School 
Theme: Money and Power 
 
Untitled 
 
The power-hungry money, 
and money-hungry power. 
They are so similar. 
  
Ancient, a figment of their dreams,  
replacement for power 
They are more than what you think it is.  
  
Have we gone that much crazy for money?  
Do we really believe money and power is God?  
Money may be considered essential 
But it should not be a tool in our life. 
  
Money is playing a dominant role  
The question is whether we should have it or not. 
No one can last without its use. 
  
Do we really believe money and power is God?  
Money may be considered essential 
But it should not be a tool in our life. 
  
Some might say that money is power, 
yet the answer is blurred  
but I know that power isn’t something you own.  
  
There aren’t such things as power anymore  
There are many poor, 
but we are like a door. 
  
We may have different looks, shapes and abilities  
But the way out of this path, there must be a key. 
  
Hong Kong faces the same path, 
but can we find the way out?  
  
Think of the poor, 
Sitting in the cold. 
If we could just stop,  
we could help. 
  
Do we still believe that money and power are special? 
Change your thoughts and find the way. 
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Adjudicators’ comments 
 
The poem has a very promising start, but it slowly becomes more and more didactic 
and loses its imaginative power, which is perhaps a cynical presentation of inevitable 
uncertainty or even conformity. 
 
I like the way this begins, with neatly contrasting lines. The rest of the poem 
struggles to find a conclusion—that’s not a bad thing, because the poem is about 
uncertainty—and I think it might have been stronger if the poet had made the poem 
shorter. I also like the way the poet begins generally, goes on to mention Hong 
Kong as a specific place where the problems of money and power are evident, and 
then appeals to the reader’s generosity of spirit to look after the weak. ‘Think of the 
poor,/sitting in the cold’ is the strongest image in the poem, because it makes the 
reader SEE something specific that acts as an example of the ideas the poet is 
writing about. Readers always react more strongly to concrete (real-life images) 
pictures than to abstract (intangible ideas) writing. When the poet writes their next 
poems, I hope they try to make the language and images memorable, and be careful 
with both word choice and the music of the poem. 
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Commendation 
 
Lee Isis 
West Island School 
Theme: Local Myth and History 
 
The Opium War    
 

It may have you wondering reading about history, 
the opium that got into their society. 

It may sound crazy, it may sound absurd. 
but I suggest you listen to every word. 

  
Back in the days, in the 1800s, 

when China was trading with dozens, 
Some people were filled with greed, 

their evil spirit got freed. 
  

They started dropping opium, 
like a stinging poisonous scorpion. 

The drug went in and filled up their minds, 
The consequences were in all different kinds. 

  
Addiction begun spreading across the lands, 

more incomes comes in demand. 
Silk and tea must say goodbye, 

now that opium is the buy. 
 

Later on the emperor started rejecting this drug, 
with his suspicions he dug. 
Confiscating many chests, 

he just thought it was for the best. 
 

After that was done another one came, 
but I don’t want you to complain. 

So for now we must say our goodbyes, 
I think we have ran out of time. 

 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
An interesting attempt to combine history with poetry. The poet convincingly 
expresses righteous anger at Britain’s policy of addicting Chinese citizens to opium 
as a means of gaining a trade advantage over the country. 
 
The poem starts purposefully but the ending is obscure. The rhymes contribute to 
the music of the poem yet a number of them sound forced. The frequent grammatical 
errors are also distracting. 
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Commendation 
 
Shiu Hei Wa 
Tsung Tsin Primary School and Kindergarten 
Theme: Money and Power 
 
Money Money 
 
Money, money where are you? 
Why do you run away, 
Don’t go away from me. 
Are you going on a trip? 
  
Bye now, bye now, 
since you have spent all of me. 
Bye now, bye now, 
till you find me. 
Work hard, work hard,  
so you find me. 
  
Power, power where are you? 
Do not go, 
I need you! 
  
Bye now, bye now  
Try by yourself, 
Bye now, bye now. 
until you find me, 
Try on your own, 
so you won’t need me. 
 
 
Adjudicators’ comments 
 
An interesting poem about money and power and our futile attempt to gain and hold 
on to both. The repetition ‘Bye now, bye now’ adds to the sense of frustration and 
desperation inherent in this pursuit. 
 
This is an interesting take on the ideas of money and power. The poet coaxes and 
persuades them to return, but like naughty children they seem to be determined to 
get away. The best line is the second line in stanza two—‘you have spent all of me’—
a neat reversal of the usual relationship between money and humans. I’m not sure 
how the poet intends to link money and power—they seem the same in that they’re 
both trying to get away, but the poet hasn’t really considered the relationship 
between them. The tone of the poem is interesting, with money and power 
personified in an unusual way. 
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